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ABSTRACT
Canadian Art Déco sites are often in jeopardy to make way for newer developments. The
present state of the former Eaton’s Ninth Floor Restaurant is of particular concern, especially in
regards to its iconic design and nearly total erasure due to drastic re-development activities. By a
practice of interior design, research and design explorations are co-ordinated to contextualize the
site and its circumstances as an integral part of its re-design. The Ninth Floor is adaptively reactivated as an Art Déco microtopia known as Le 9e. New museum theory and practices are
overlapped with critical art in development of the site’s new purpose and programming. An
approach of bricolage also serves to guide the implementation of re-design strategy and
conservation processes. Part museum, part commercial enterprise, and even part activist, Le 9e
operates as both a social and analytical epicenter as it immerses patrons in interior realms that are
as much ideological as they are corporeal in promotion of Art Déco education and conservation.
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CHAPTER 1: PROJECT INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.1
Exterior and interior views of Université de Montréal’s Main Pavilion, Ernest Cormier, 1924-1942. (n.d.).
Note: Copyright Sandra Cohen-Rose & Colin Rose, 2010.

Background and Rationale
David Gebhard provided an early account of a renewed interest in Art Déco decades after its
inception in his seminal article The Moderne in the U.S.: 1920-1941 (1970). Gebhard, a
renowned architectural historian, explained Art Déco as a special union of art and industry
during one of the twentieth century’s momentous eras. Propelled by the 1925 Exposition des
Arts Décoratifs et Industriels in Paris, this evolution was ascribed to certain movements in avantgarde art, advancements in technology and the sciences, and the political and social policies of
the 1920s and 30s. Gebhard’s examination substantiated Art Déco as a pre-eminent trajectory of
design, one which was widely practiced and admired by design professionals and citizens alike
(Gebhard, 1970: 5), until its decline following the Second World War.
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This branch of design was commonly referred to as French or Art Moderne throughout its
period. The term “Art Déco” was actually coined posthumously in 1966, during a retrospective
exhibition at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris (Cohen-Rose, 1996:12). As a formal idiom,
Art Déco encompassed a cohesive set of parameters and impacted the designs of numerous
buildings, structures, objects, artworks, and graphics (Hillier, 1971; Arwas, 1980; Duncan, 1988;
Bayer, 1992; Hillier & Escritt, 1997; Weber, 2003). Characteristics typically included profound
volumetric and linear angularities, solid or broken geometrical motifs, and sharp contrasts with
respect to colour and light [figure 1.1]. Equilibrium between antiquity and modernity permeated
compositions and was commonly realized through stylized depictions of classical allegories,
historical events, and contemporaneous subjects as modern equivalents [figure 1.2].
Such imagery varied in relation to regional and programmatic differences, explored by
architectural photographer Carla Breeze in American Art Déco: Architecture and Regionalism
(2003). These permutations were similarly evident in Canada, as discussed by artist and writer
Paul G. Russell (2009), in review of some of the nation’s finest examples and their localization.
Canadian Art Déco tended to fuse the French and American models with its own iconography in
order to articulate “a native idiom with its own internal logic of forms and meanings in a
narrative of national identity” (Russell, 2009: 24). Art Déco in Montréal was exceptionally
distinctive in its identity and even cited as one of the nation’s most pivotal formulations (CohenRose, 1996; Déom, 1997; Gournay, 1998). In Northern Déco: Architecture in Montréal (1996),
Sandra Cohen-Rose documented many of the city’s surviving examples of Art Déco to elucidate
on their formal and contextual particularities. Cohen-Rose, founding president of Art Déco
Montréal, identified these sites based on their incorporation of typical Art Déco elements in
combination with uniquely Canadian motifs [figure 1.3].
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Figure 1.2
Detail view of a bas-relief by Henri Hébert, 1932, as part of the exterior composition of the former
Montréal General Hospital Private Patient Pavilion, J. Cecil McDougall, 1932. (n.d.).
Note: Copyright Sandra Cohen-Rose & Colin Rose, 2010.

Figure 1.3
Exterior detailing of the Montréal
Botanical Gardens’ Main Pavilion,
Lucien M. Kéroack with
Frère Marie-Victorin, 1932. (n.d.).
Note: Copyright Sandra Cohen-Rose
& Colin Rose, 2010.
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What made Art Déco in Montréal quintessential
was the city’s close relationship with Paris. This brand
demonstrated the direct exportation of design principles
from France to North America and their ensuing adaptation
to reflect a Canadian perspective (Cohen-Rose, 1996: 12).
However, as asserted by Cohen-Rose (1996: 14), most of
the city’s sites are often in peril as buildings are leveled to
make way for newer structures, façades are remodeled
without adequate conservation, and even the most
exemplary interiors are gutted altogether. She cited the
Figure 1.4

destruction of the Architects Building in 1970 as a major
architectural tragedy, as the building was not only one of
Montréal’s finest examples of Art Déco but originally

Photograph of the Architects
Building, Ross and Macdonald,
1931 (n.d.).
Source: Cohen-Rose, 1996 (p.15).

housed the renowned Canadian architectural firm of Ross and Macdonald [figure 1.4]. A more
recent case pertained to the demolition of Ben’s, one of the city’s well-known delicatessens and
finer examples of Art Déco streamlining that closed in 2006. Despite the efforts of Cohen-Rose
and Art Déco Montréal, as well as other heritage associations and concerned citizens, the
building was destroyed to make way for an entirely new development (Curran, 2009a).
Such infractions in Montréal motivate the direction of this practicum directly, as it
proposes a solution that could potentially increase awareness and appreciation of Art Déco
within the city and abroad. The case of the legendary Eaton’s Ninth Floor Restaurant is of prime
concern. The entity’s iconic design and present circumstances warrant considerable scrutiny,
particularly in relation to the study and progression of Canadian architectural history.
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Figure 1.5
Postcard of the dining hall at Eaton’s Ninth Floor, 1931. Translation of writing: “friendships above all”.
Note: In personal collection of James McCallan-Malamatenios.

The Ninth Floor is arguably one of the most comprehensive Art Déco sites in Canada
[figures 1.5], especially in regards to its aesthetics and programme (Kalman, 1994), yet it exists
in an arrested state due to extensive re-development activities. A remnant of the late T. Eaton &
Co. Limited, the Ninth Floor was built atop the retailer’s department store in downtown Montréal
and fell into disuse with the collapse of the Eaton empire in 1999. The site’s interior design was
initially publicized in the Journal of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada (1931), and
personally explained by the project’s lead designer in Architectural Record (1931). Later
accounts by architectural historian Isabelle Gournay (1985) and Cohen-Rose (1996) shared more
information on the Ninth Floor as a concept and operation. A review of Catherine Martin’s
documentary Les Dames du 9e (1998) also supplied more intimate testimonies from some of the
Ninth Floor’s staff and patrons.
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Completed in 1931, the Ninth Floor was
conceived as part of a commercial strategy proposed
by Lady Flora McCrea Eaton to intensify operations
(Eaton, 1956; Phenix, 2002; Anderson & Mallinson,
2004). Promoted as a destination of affordable
luxury, the site was planned as a complex of striking
interiors that offered daily lunch and tea to consumer
and corporate patrons. Design of these interiors
alluded to the aesthetics and activities of the
infamous Île-de-France ocean liner, and equally
channeled the distinctly Eaton’s brand of refinement
and standards of quality.
The project’s interior design was credited to
French architect Jacques Carlu, who co-ordinated its
development at every scale to ensure the totality of
its design (Carlu, 1931; Cohen-Rose, 1996; Anderson
& Mallinson, 2004). Carlu amalgamated restaurant,
department store, and ocean liner typologies to
support an overlap of corresponding atmospheres.
Natural and synthetic materials, selected for their
durability and smart appearance, were juxtaposed to

Figure 1.6

create interior backdrops for stylized fixtures,

Pleasure of the Chase mural as featured in
the dining hall of Eaton’s Ninth Floor,
Natacha Carlu, 1930-1931.
Source: Carlu, 1931 (p.446).

furniture, sculpture, and murals [figure 1.6].
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Figure 1.7
Plan for public portion of Eaton’s Ninth Floor, Jacques Carlu, 1930-1931.
Source: Carlu, 1931 (p.451).

Among the Ninth Floor’s public interiors [figure 1.7], the most celebrated was indeed its
monumental dining hall which was approximately 40 meters long and 23 meters wide and joined
by two private ones much smaller in size. Entry to these interiors was preceded by a grand foyer
that originally boasted an exceptional view of the Saint-Lawrence River, now obstructed by the
construction of office towers in later decades. The foyer was linked to the floor’s main mode of
access – elevators – by two corridors that contained display windows to showcase merchandise
available on the lower levels of the department store. These corridors also served as major
arteries of circulation as they provided access to public washrooms and telephone alcoves, and
admittance to areas restricted to employees.
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Following the sale and subsequent re-development of the entire building in 2002, the
Ninth Floor remained severed from its active surroundings. This situation received some
attention in Montréal’s English newspaper The Gazette (Hustak, 2008; Curran, 2009a; Curran,
2009b) and in the Toronto Star (Chung, 2009). Photographs taken by a group of urban explorers
during a visit to the site in 2003, as documented on their website (Urban Explorers Montréal,
2010), revealed that the Ninth Floor was not merely vacant but in a seriously injured state.
Damage to the site extended beyond its inaccessibility to include the degradation of its materials
and the loss of key design components. Many of the original furnishings and fixtures were
absent in the remaining interiors, although these occurrences may not have resulted from
activities in 2002 specifically. Nevertheless, an undeniable consequence of that project was the
amputation of the Ninth Floor’s fundamental utility, where its kitchen and service interiors were
demolished in favour of rentable office space. This action included the removal of equipment
required to be protected, as declared by the Québec government (Cohen-Rose, 2002).
These factors present great deterrents in the site’s ability to function as intended, and the
longer it remains in this condition the more extensive and expensive its deterioration becomes
(Cohen-Rose, 2002). Longevity of the Ninth Floor and its legacy to various communities, most
notably to designers and Canadians, are in significant jeopardy. Heritage Montréal, one of the
city’s active heritage organizations, did express a desire to “have the site not fossilize and be rediscovered in future generations” and to see it in service to Montréalers without further delay
(Chung, 2009). However, as Sandra Cohen-Rose declared:
Ivanhoe-Cambridge, the present owner of the Complêxe les Ailes, has no
intention of administering the Ninth Floor Restaurant and Lounge and wants a
tenant willing to pay the going commercial retail rent. To date no tenant has
come forward, nor is one likely to (Cohen-Rose, 2002: 3).
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Figure 1.8
Logo for Le 9e, adapted from one of the stylized grilles in the dining hall of the former Eaton’s Ninth Floor.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.

Inquiry
A response to these circumstances is possible by a practice of interior design, whereby research
and design explorations are co-ordinated to generate an outcome that is innovative and plausible.
My contextualization of the site and its dialectics permits a specific re-design of the Ninth Floor
as an Art Déco microtopia, known as Le 9e, with a mandate to increase awareness and
appreciation for Art Déco in Montréal and to participate in its conservation within the city.
Through adaptive re-activation the Ninth Floor is rendered accessible to the public once again,
albeit under a modified version of the original programming and with the integration of a
contemporary yet responsive interior language. As Le 9e, the site returns in service to local
demographics as well as broader domains – artistic, economic, political, social – defined as the
cultural landscape by Mary Anne Staniszewski (2002), associate professor of Electronic Arts
History at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
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The term microtopia is coined by art critic and theorist Nicolas Bourriaud in his work
entitled Relational Aesthetics (2002: 31), where he encourages a re-thinking of activism and
utopian planning alongside more convivial expressions of art and politics. Bourriaud stipulates
that any desire to shape the future must occur through a pursuit of realistic strategies in the
present:
The age of the New Man, future-oriented manifestos, and calls for a better world
all ready to be walked into and lived in is well and truly over... It seems more
pressing to invent possible relations with our neighbours in the present than to bet
on happier tomorrows (Bourriaud, 2002: 45).
A microtopia’s potential to initiate reform derives from its ability to manifest an operative
realism (Bourriaud, 2002: 35), or in other words, to materialize actual solutions to immediate
problems through its scope of operations. The intentions and activities of a microtopia must be
carefully structured to attain viable modes of improvement, instead of projecting schemes more
abstract or grandiose in their nature. Therefore, in pursuit of operative realism, the entity strives
to “inhabit a world in a better way, instead of trying to construct it based on a preconceived idea”
(Bourriaud, 2002: 13). In this manner a microtopia induces reform in gradual increments and
manifests an amended reality more sustainably.
This revised form of utopian planning is similarly expressed roughly two decades earlier
by architectural critics Collin Rowe & Fred Koetter, in their influential book Collage City
(1978). Their arguments parallel Bourriaud’s conviction that any attempt to attain a new order
beyond localized improvement is nothing more than disengaged fantasy. The goal is to attain a
utopian vision through a subtle and adaptable realization rather than impose a scheme of
“monolithic offensiveness” (Rowe & Koetter, 1978: 96). Rowe and Koetter specifically
distinguish the museum is an effective platform to channel revisionary processes, due to its
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ability to mediate physical and ideological forms in tandem within an urban setting (1978: 136),
The argument is noted to coincide with similar points expressed by Bourriaud (2002: 48).
An emerging model of new museum theory known as the post-museum, discussed by
Eileen Hooper-Greenhill (1992) and Janet Marstine (2006), reveals a strong compatibility with
the postulations of Bourriaud as well as Rowe and Koetter. Hooper-Greenhill, professor of
Museum Studies and director of the Research Centre for Museums and Galleries at the
University of Leicester, accounts for the museum as an ever-evolving institution. Marstine, a
teacher in the graduate program of Museum Professions at Seton Hall University, draws upon
this information in her examination of prevalent trends within the field and outlines an unfolding
archetype known as the post-museum (2006: 19-21). Marstine asserts that this stream of
ideology concentrates on developing the museum as a hub of inquiry and discussion, in service
to local communities alongside its participation in broader cultural domains. To uphold this
policy, a post-museum relies upon permeable and responsive measures to sustain its relevance
and reach. In addition, as Marstine makes clear, the entity does not dispense knowledge through
one authoritative voice but rather institutionalizes its cultivation through accessible forums of
information and dialogue. Post-museums are understood to function as sieves of information and
experience that are influenced by their doctrine and contributions of their staff, to facilitate
learning and motivate social action with an emphasis on raising questions rather than
machinating answers.
Advantages of using the post-museum model in development of an Art Déco microtopia
are more apparent when considering the ongoing erosion of museums and their conventional
boundaries (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992; Staniszewski, 2002; Marstine, 2006). Since the 1980s,
traditional functions and typologies have become open to re-interpretation in order to strengthen
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a museum’s position within a predominantly market-driven cultural landscape. This point is also
raised by critic Rick Poynor (2005), who discusses the intersection of institutional and corporate
identities as a consequence of cultural commodification. Inevitably, such incidence has led to a
hybridization of the museum with commercial entities. Elaine Heumann Gurian (2005), a
museum consultant, also broaches this topic in her examination of a growing inclination among
museums to lessen their reliance on conventional displays of physical collections. Museums are
noted to now embrace less static forms of learning, no matter how banal or unusual, in order to
rouse the intellect of patrons through their emotions (Gurian, 2005: 71). Tendencies noted by
Gurian are corroborated by Rhiannon Mason (2005), senior lecturer at the School of Arts and
Cultures at Newcastle University, who describes a shift in the way many museums now instigate
learning. Drawing upon the writings of Hooper-Greenhill, Mason asserts that museums have
diverged from passive methods of learning toward more transactional ones, and involve the
participation of curators as well as patrons to use the institution as an interactive medium.
Pursuit of learning pedagogies that were less didactic, and more transactional, enable museums
to frame knowledge in creative and engaging ways.
Use of exhibition design to achieve these objectives is thoroughly documented by David
Dernie, exhibition designer and head of the Manchester School of Architecture, in his book
Exhibition Design (2007). Analogous to Gurian’s discussion of hybridization, Dernie describes a
diversification in the basic elements of exhibition design that supports new permutations in
museological parameters. Like Poynor, he states that mergers between cultural and commercial
realms have intensified and, as a consequence, have provided exhibition designers with greater
opportunities to deviate from fixed conventions. A contemporary practice of exhibition design
now espouses a multi-disciplinary approach to generate inventive configurations:
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[t]oday, exhibition design overlaps with artistic movements such as environment
art, performance and installation art, it is closely related to interior architecture,
graphic design, and lighting, and is increasingly engaged with film, fashion,
advertising and new forms of media” (Dernie, 2007: 6)
Central to Dernie’s claim is a belief that this direction encourages the creation of highly sensorial
environments as a way to communicate information in more compact and engaging formats.
Claire Bishop, a recognized critic of socially-engaged forms of art, defines this process as
activated spectatorship whereby an artwork connects and communicates with an audience
through corporeal experiences (2005b: 11). As practiced in installation and performance art,
activated spectatorship derives from a conscious unification of objects and ideas within a specific
environment in attempt to engage individuals in critical reflection.
The relationship between art and politics, and its capacity to motivate responses from
individuals, is identified as critical art and well-addressed by philosopher Jacques Rancière
(2006). Rancière argues that critical art operates as a type of catalyst able to exert an impact so
strong that it “turns the spectator into a conscious agent of transformation in the world” (2006:
83). This principle is expounded as a case of being-and-circumstance by installation artist
Robert Irwin (1996), a process which naturally occurs between an individual and the decisive
opportunities an artwork presents: “[t]here is embedded in any set of circumstances, and your
being in them, the dynamic of a past and future, what was, how it came to be, what it is, and
what it may come to be” (1996: 573). According to Rancière, this art-politic interplay generates
a realm quite fluid in its delineations yet rich in critical exchanges, and he defines this as the
realm of micro-politics (2006: 86). A deliberate shaping of such a realm, as molded by the
production and reception of both objects and behaviours, makes it possible to engage individuals
in an intentional “world hidden beneath another” (Rancière, 2006: 86-87).
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It is this type of exchange that Bourriaud referred to as relational art (2002: 16-22), and is
recognized as a conducive factor in pursuit of an operative realism. Like Rancière and Irwin, he
acknowledges that interchanges between individuals and objects within physical settings can
draw out moments for inquiry and response. Bourriaud attests that art is indeed a powerful
vehicle for interactive as well as transformative experiences, where its function is “no longer to
form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually be ways of living and models of action
within the existing realm, whatever the scale chosen by the artist” (Bourriaud, 2002: 13). By
extension of this perspective it is plausible to regard a microtopia as a work of relational art in
and of itself:
[t]he artwork is thus no longer presented to be consumed within a ‘monumental’
time frame and open for a universal public; rather, it elapses within a factual time,
for an audience summoned by the artist. The work prompts meetings and invites
appointments, managing its own temporal structure.” (Bourriaud, 2002: 29)
Therefore, in executing an Art Déco microtopia at the Ninth Floor, it is beneficial to appreciate
the dialectics of the site as opportunities for relational art expression.
Progression of Le 9e’s formal development also requires a high level of co-ordination of
the institution’s causes and activities, in acknowledgement of Michaela Giebelhausen’s
declaration that “the architecture is the museum” (2006: 42). Giebelhausen, co-director of the
graduate program in Gallery Studies and Critical Curating at the University of Essex, and
assistant-director of its Centre for Curatorial Studies, examines the entwined relationship
between a museum’s policies and physical articulation. This point is shared by Staniszewski
(2002: 24), Mason (2005: 200), and Marstine (2006: 4), who stress that all aspects of a
museum’s design and operation contribute toward its framing of knowledge and experience.
Framing interfaces range beyond the actual display of a museum’s exhibits to include the design
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of its interior elements, the type and character of its building, and even the functions and
performance of its staff.
This relationship is also identified by Rowe and Koetter who state that a museum’s
configuration is linked to interplay that occurs between its content and physical framework, or in
their terms, its “exhibit” and “scaffold” (1978: 136-137). Such polarity is vital to consider with
respect to Le 9e’s interior design, and better negotiated in observance of the notion of bricolage.
At an architectural level, bricolage is described as a collage-based approach that strives to
precipitate events via structures and structures via events (Rowe & Koetter, 1978: 102-104).
Shaping interior space in this manner is deemed essential in promotion of relational art
exchanges, as a means to synergize the dialectics of the existing site with the operations of the
new institution. Comparatively, this approach reflects Rancière’s belief in collage as a
manifestation of the “aesthetico-political logic” necessary to generate a micro-political realm
(2006: 84). For this reason, new spatial integrities at Le 9e are manifested with great regard for
the site’s form and context.
Graeme Brooker and Sally Stone define these types of spatial integrities as responsive
interiors in their book Basics Interior Architecture: Form and Structure (2007). Brooker,
program leader of interior design at Manchester Metropolitan University, and Stone, director of
the Continuity in Architecture College at the Manchester School of Architecture, explains that it
is possible to create responsive interiors by way of a re-design strategy which centers on
installation, insertion, or intervention (Brooker & Stone, 2007: 101-121). These strategies range
in their focus of re-design, particularly in regards to the extent of modification to an existing site
and its infrastructure, and thus differ in the nature of their outcome and reversibility.
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Development of responsive interiors by any of these three strategies requires an
implementation of certain architectural conservation processes (Brooker & Stone, 2007: 20-27).
Preservation commands a cautious treatment of a site to maintain its present material condition
and prevent additional deterioration. Restoration, on the other hand, attempts to return a site to
its original condition or to a specific moment of its lifecycle through an erasure of any traces of
damage or modification. Renovation follows the same principle of restoration but expands the
scope of its activities to include supplementary upgrades, primarily with respect to a site’s
infrastructure and systems, in order to meet or exceed current standards of efficiency and code
compliancy. Remodeling, also known as adaptive re-use, is the most extensive of these
processes as it concentrates on a thorough alteration of a site’s formal and programmatic design
in support of a new purpose. Consultation of Parks Canada’s Standards and Guidelines for
Working with a Historic Property (2003) reveals a similar categorization of approaches but with
a slight divergence. While explanations of preservation and restoration correspond among both
sources, Parks Canada does not make a distinction between renovation and remodeling as
Brooker and Stone do, and instead combines them as one process which they define as
rehabilitation (Parks Canada, 2003).
Notably, a designer is not compelled to follow one approach exclusively but can instead
employ aspects from each (Brooker & Stone, 2007: 13). This type of design filtering is
remarked upon more extensively by Brooker and Stone in their earliest book, entitled ReReadings: Interior Architecture and the Design Principles of Remodeling Existing Buildings
(2004), and personally expanded in their later work From Organisation to Decoration (2010).
Ultimately, the intention behind this project was to let physical and psychological attributes of
the Ninth Floor fuel its re-design as Le 9e:
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[i]t is through the understanding of the pre-existing that the re-modeled building
can become endowed with a new and greater meaning. An investigation of the
archaeology of the original can reveal previously hidden or obsolete
characteristics that contain the possibility of being exploited. The place can be
activated (Brooker &Stone, 2010: 132)
Selective application of these conservation practices, in connection with the examined re-design
theory, makes it possible to endorse an adaptive re-activation of the site.

Project Scope and Methodology
The scope of this project derives from a dissection of the site and entire building into discrete
segments. The site’s heritage-classified interiors are first identified and encompass the dining
hall and its adjoining private rooms, the foyer, and the two main corridors. The next segment
pertains to the remainder of the floor-plate, which includes compromised or demolished interiors
as well as the portion re-developed in 2002. The building’s new atrium, ground-floor
promenade, basement food-court, and exterior are also recognized for their significance.
However, these latter segments are excluded from the project scope as their design is envisioned
as a second stage activity. Instead, the focus of design development is limited to the majority of
the building’s ninth floor as it provides opportunities to explore the inquiry of the practicum
directly.
Specific methods were followed in order to extract qualitative data, translate it into
gestures of interior design, and achieve a substantial outcome in the end. Research proved
fundamental in development of this project and involved reviews of varied sources, either
literary or visual in nature, as well as in-person surveys of significant sites. Consulted sources
included books, periodicals, photographs, filmed documentaries, architectural drawings, and
even an original set of project specifications for the Ninth Floor housed at the Canadian Centre
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for Architecture in Montréal. Personal surveys of the site comprised of visits during its operation
in the 1980s and 1990s, from the ages of five to nineteen, and a special visit during August 2007.
Other surveys included tours of neighbouring Art Déco buildings in 2007 and 2008, as organized
by Art Déco Montréal, and a stay aboard the Queen Mary liner in 2009 which now operates as a
land-based hotel in Long Beach, California [figure 1.9]. Attendance of lectures at the latest
World Congress on Art Déco, held in Montréal during May 2009, was equally beneficial.
A conceptual framework was initially established as the backbone of the project and
served as a means to organize research and design activities [appendix A]. Progression was
structured as a sequence of three phases in order to gain a stronger comprehension of the site’s
dialectics, to respond to its existing condition through programming and spatial planning, and to
synthesize a responsive interior design language. This framework was routinely modified in
relation to findings obtained from an ongoing literature review.

Figure 1.9
Interior photograph of dining hall
aboard Queen Mary liner, 1935.
(2009).
Note: Copyright James
McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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A literature review of qualitative sources, predominantly secondary in nature, was
performed throughout the course of this practicum. This method made it possible to acquire a
deeper understanding of the site as well as any possible design considerations or challenges.
Initial research focused on the contextual and formal elements of the site in relation to the
following factors: (a) the period of the site’s construction and any notable Art Déco precedents,
(b) background on the site’s client, Lady Eaton and the T. Eaton & Co. Limited, (c) background
on the site’s interior designer Jacques Carlu and other examples of his work, (d) examination of
the Île-de-France liner and its contemporaries as the templates for the site’s design, (e) review of
the history and operations of the original Eaton’s Ninth Floor establishment. The second target
of the literature review focused on theories relevant in the site’s re-design and resulted in a
review of the following topics: (a) adaptive re-use theory and Canadian guidelines for heritage
conservation, (b) museum history and new museum theory, (c) revised utopian theory, (d) critical
art forms. Research concluded with material useful in the actual design synthesis, which drew
from emerging techniques in exhibition design and the Canadian National Building Code to
ensure the well-being and safety of any occupants.

Figure 1.10
(from left to right)
Exterior photograph of Guinness Storehouse at dusk, 2000. Source: Guinness, 2010.
Photograph of first installment of 70x7: The Meal, 2000. Source: Studio Orta, 2010.
Interior photograph of The Carlu, 2003. Note: Copyright The Carlu, 2010.
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In addition to the literature review, three precedents were selected for analysis to enrich
development of a design outcome [figure 1.10]. This method was conducted to examine actual
projects with relevance to the more discursive aspects of the practicum to reinforce particular
decisions made with respect to the site’s re-design. The precedents selected for analysis in this
practicum were: (a) Guinness Storehouse, located in Dublin, Ireland, for its use of contemporary
techniques of exhibition design to create experiential interiors, (b) a contemporary art series
entitled 70x7: The Meal, which relies on creation of experiential interiors to promote social
activism, (c) The Carlu, located in Toronto, Canada, as recent re-design of the Ninth Floor’s
counterpart.
Modeling was another method used to advance a design synthesis and allowed for
conceptual expression, permitted examination of formal properties identified in the site analysis,
and drew attention to interior challenges. In the preliminary stage of the project, physical models
were created at a scale of 1:300 to assess existing spatial adjacencies and routes of circulation in
relation to the site’s present condition [figure 1.11]. A larger model of the entire site was made
at a scale of 1:100 to examine its interiors based on punctuations and rhythms, changes in
volume and ceiling heights, notable focal points, and sources of lighting [figure 1.12]. Another
model was created at a scale of 1:300 to consider the organization of interiors and their
relationship with the building’s structure [figure 1.13]. Generations of abstract models were also
executed in order to explore contemporary derivatives of the site’s original design language
[figure 1.14]. Digital modeling was also employed as the primary means to study perspectives of
the new interior and develop them in relation to their spatial configuration and views.
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Figure 1.11
Model at 1:300, exploring the
site’s existing circumstances.
Note: Copyright James
McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.

Figure 1.12
Model at 1:100, exploring
elements of the original
design language.
Note: Copyright James
McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Figure 1.13
Model at 1:300, exploring ideas on the organization of
interiors and their relationship with the building’s
structure.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.

Figure 1.14
Conceptual model, exploring contemporary derivatives
of the original design language.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Collage was a final method that underscored the project’s development considerably, as it
sustained the organization of broader ideas and finer details in unison. Production of digital
collages allowed for contemplation of critical points individually as well as collectively, and this
method proved useful as much of the research findings overlapped considerably. Collage
became one of the more prominent design activities of this practicum due to its promotion by
Rancière (2006: 84) as an immersion in art-politic interplay as well as by Rowe and Koetter
(1978: 139) in their discussion of bricolage.

Figure 1.15
Collage exploring the micro-political layers of Le 9e’s dining hall.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Preliminary Limitations and Biases
It should be noted that some limitations and biases were present during the course of this
practicum. These factors chiefly pertain to the nature of the project and a couple of partialities as
well. It seems advisable to draw attention to these items prior to an examination of the design
outcome.
Firstly, it is vital to appreciate this project as a conceptual solution to an actual problem.
Some of the parameters that normally apply in the execution of project are omitted in this
instance. For example, constraints imposed by current economic or political realities do not
influence the development of the design so as to address the inquiry most effectively. Spatial
planning is irrespective of a budget, the accessibility of skilled labour, and the availabilities of
any specified items like interior materials and furnishings. Furthermore, in pursuit of an adaptive
re-activation of the Ninth Floor, attempts to synergize formal and programmatic elements extend
beyond the re-design of the site to include to the conception of its new client as well. The
intentional client of Le 9e is as much a consequence of the practicum as the new institution itself,
with a mandate similar to that of Art Déco Montréal but expanded in terms of its organizational
structure and operations.
In addition, my prior relationship with the Ninth Floor acts as a definite bias with respect
to the direction of the project’s scope and outcome. Personal engagements with the site, from the
ages of five to nineteen, provide a unique set of perceptions and experiences that govern certain
targets of the research and design processes. This determination is discernible in the decision to
create new interiors that respond to both the formal and programmatic cues of the original ones.
By extension, there is a deliberate avoidance of any re-design approach that de-emphasizes the
more functional aspects of the site in preference for engagements via visual contemplation only.
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For example, a strict preservation of the site’s physical fabric would preclude more intimate
forms of contact with the site and its elements and is thus seen as unacceptable. Lastly, an
earnest mistrust of the building’s re-development scheme of 2002 includes a relatively suspicious
attitude of those interior alterations.

Document Overview
This document is organized around a format of four chapters and a conclusion, with
supplementary material attached as appendices. As the first chapter of the document, this
introduction is intended to provide an overall account of the project. Necessary background and
rationale are provided, the inquiry is delineated in connection with key theoretical concepts, and
the project’s scope and methodology are also stated. Preliminary limitations and biases are also
expressed in this chapter to identify basic influences over the design synthesis.
The focus of the second chapter is on a site analysis conducted to examine the present
conditions of the Ninth Floor, its hosting building, and its location. Findings enabled a stronger
awareness of the site’s dialectics that included the original building tectonics and Art Déco
language, modifications from a renovation during 1981, and consequences of the building’s redevelopment in 2002. These instances are important to identify as they supplied opportunities to
amplify the potency of the site’s adaptive re-activation, especially in development of the
microtopia’s programme and configuration.
Three existing projects, that were useful in development of Le 9e, are also studied for
their elements of design and form the basis of a precedent analysis. Located in Dublin, Ireland,
Guinness Storehouse signifies innovation in the creation of a museum-based entity and follows
recent directions in exhibition design to create an array of experiential interiors. An on-going
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critical art series, known as 70x7: The Meal, is investigated for its co-ordination of objects and
settings to nurture convivial atmospheres of conversation and debate, and essentially rely upon
experiential interiors as a means to manifest a brand of social activism. The former Eaton’s
Seventh Floor in Toronto, Canada, is analyzed as a final precedent. Now known as The Carlu,
the site is examined for its design language and re-development of the counterpart of the Ninth
Floor.
Details of the design outcome are chronicled more specifically in the document’s fourth
chapter, where the Ninth Floor’s adaptive-reactivation as an Art Déco microtopia is explained in
regards to programmatic and formal design. Aspects considered in the analysis include a profile
of Le 9e as a responsive and dynamic institution, delineation of its configuration and activities,
and the formulation of its interior dimension in relation to three particular categories shaped by
different applications of re-design strategy and conservation processes. Elucidation of these
categories occurs in review of three corresponding interiors that serve to illustrate the features
and planning of these spaces and reveal their critical qualities. Challenges encountered during
the design development phase are also discussed to elaborate on certain factors which affected
the outcome.
Lastly, a conclusion summarizes the prominent aspects of the project and allows for some
reflection. Such postulation focused on a distillation of the crux of this project, that is to say
adaptive re-activation, and equally touches upon some ideas that emerge unexpectedly. Possible
directions for further research are also suggested in the conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2: SITE ANALYSIS
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Introduction
Analysis of Eaton’s Ninth Floor is based on a study of its location, its respective building, and its
premises. The site is first considered in relation to its setting, and this pertains to the urban
district as well as the actual property. Since the Ninth Floor occupies a portion of a larger built
environment it is also necessary to survey the full building based on any past or recent
developments, available infrastructure, and the kinds of activities and occupants at hand.
Attention is also directed toward the formal and contextual elements of the Ninth Floor to
acquire a deeper understanding of the factors that shaped its composition. Observation of key
tectonics and features of the site assist in an identification of the elements that define its heritage
value, as understood in consultation of the conservation guidelines established by Parks Canada
(2003).
Findings are supported by information gathered in connection with several visits made to
the building and a review of literary and visual sources. These sources commonly include
articles from journals and newspapers, photographs of the original and contemporary conditions
of the site, the original project specifications, technical drawings, and a National Film Board of
Canada documentary. Explorations in the form of collage, abstracted mapping, model-making,
and a light study all complement the development of this analysis.
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Figure 2.1
Select photographs taken
in Montréal’s borough
of Ville-Marie (n.d.)
Note: Copyright
Sandra Cohen-Rose
& Colin Rose, 2010.

Location:

Montréal, Québec, Canada

Latitude:
Longitude:
Altitude:
Area:
Founded:

45° 28’ N
73° 45’ W
27 m
4 259 000 m2
1642

Since its founding in 1642, Montréal currently exists as the largest French-speaking city in North
America and retains a rich history and international presence (Ville de Montréal, 2009). The
city’s metropolitan status is enhanced by its accommodation of the World Fair of 1967, known as
Expo ’67, and the Olympic Games held in the summer of 1976. Urban expansion in Montréal is
aligned with several factors that correlate with a wide scope of municipal services, a strong
commitment to artistic and cultural development, and a promotion of sports and recreation. The
city’s local population is estimated at 3 588 520 persons in the 2006 Canadian census (Statistics
Canada, 2010). This data also notes that while most citizens confirmed their proficiencies in
both French and English, nearly an identical amount listed French exclusively.
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Figure 2.2
Location of the Ville-Marie borough.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Montréal’s latest version of urban organization is formed by a creation of nineteen
districts, referred to as boroughs, which comprise of the island’s various municipalities. Eaton’s
Ninth Floor is situated within one of the city’s most central boroughs known as Ville-Marie
[figure 2.1 & 2.2], one that is noted to support 80 percent of the city’s cultural activity (Ville de
Montréal, 2009). Zoning, land use, and heritage classifications for Ville-Marie are available for
examination through data and maps featured on Montréal’s official website (Ville de Montréal,
2009). These sources identify the borough as the city’s main business district (Map 2.3.1 [2002],
2009), with designation for mixed-use development and street-level commercial activity (Map
3.1.1 [2002], 2009). Additionally, the borough is mentioned as one of Montréal’s areas of
exceptional architectural heritage (Map 2.6.1 [2002], 2009).
Ville-Marie is regarded as a district of public destinations, services, and landmarks, from
personal visits made between 2007 and 2009. The borough supports activities of production and
consumption with a concentration on employment and leisure. A strong presence of retail
enterprises can be noted and marked by department stores, specialty shops, boutiques,
pharmacies, and convenience stores. Establishments oriented around hospitality are also evident
and include restaurants, bars, spas and salons, fitness centers, and hotels. Workplaces suffuse
many areas of the borough, often in the form of corporate offices, professional firms, medical
clinics, and even international consulates. Promotion of culture and entertainment is apparent in
the variety of art institutions and galleries, theatres, cinemas, nightclubs, and an arena supporting
major-league hockey and concerts. Ville-Marie’s urban eclecticism is further enhanced by
several churches, three hospitals, two train stations, numerous banks, a Masonic temple, and
unexpected icons such as the nostalgic Guaranteed Milk Bottle. Campuses of the city’s English
universities and those of various colleges and secondary schools, of either language, are also
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noted. A dense integration of multi-unit residential buildings of varied scale can be observed as
well, in addition to public parks and discrete plantings of trees and flora. Together these
elements forged a character for Ville-Marie that was distinguished by a profusion of different
forms and materials, and included an assortment of heritage and contemporary buildings.
Ville-Marie is recognized as a borough of special interest in relation to Montréal’s current
Master-Plan (Ville de Montréal, 2009), an urban strategy aimed at developing the city’s
boroughs in compliance with certain desired policies. The Master-Plan was prepared following
discussions held during the 2002 Montréal Summit which focused on the city’s economy and
quality of life. Attention centered on the adaptation and specialization of the city’s commercial
sectors as a direct response to changing consumer patterns, local demographics, and market restructuring. Objectives outlined in the Master-Plan concentrate on a precise calibration of
development in Ville-Marie, and thus several points have been extracted in consideration of a redesign of the Ninth Floor.
Objective 5 warrants a continuation of the borough’s local and international relevancy
and endorses its status as a thriving metropolitan node (Ville de Montréal, 2009). This intention
is expounded by several sub-clauses aimed to stimulate a knowledge-economy in borough,
through an augmentation of activities based on a consolidation of research, teaching, and servicedelivery within cultural and recreational facilities. Measures prescribed to implement Objective
5 stress a conversion of Ville-Marie’s vacant lots into operational public spaces, and to especially
synergize cultural production and exhibition through closer proximities of these activities.
The recommendation to convert abandoned or under-used lots returns again in Objective
12, and attempts to bridge the activities of local businesses and institutions with public spaces
(Ville de Montréal, 2009). Objective 12 explicitly states that an existence of vacant lots
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undermines Ville-Marie’s architectural quality, where quality is defined in relation to comfort at
the human scale and cohesion with the public one.
Another statute, Objective 15, specifically addresses the conservation and awareness of
heritage within Ville-Marie, and calls for an emphasis on educational efforts (Ville de Montréal,
2009). Suggestions are proposed to achieve this intention and include a development and
distribution of technical guides, creation of public-oriented workshops and presentations
centered on themes of conservation, and support toward any organized endeavours that promote
recognition of Montréal’s built heritage.
Assessment of the site as an actual property occurs in relation to the following aspects:
(a) shape and boundaries, (b) routes of circulation, (c) adjacent nodes, (d) proximity to other Art
Déco sites. As seen in figure 2.3, the site is rectangular in shape and congruent with the
surrounding urban grid. Shape and area are defined by four lateral boundaries that consist of
major roads at its northern, eastern, and southern edges, and a mixed-use commercial complex at
its western one. While circulation is considered as a factor governed by time and day, it is
generally observed as heavy in magnitude, and patterns are directly associated with commercial
and personal activities. Vehicular traffic comprises of cars, taxis, trucks, and includes public
transit in the form of several bus routes and two underground métro lines. Pedestrian traffic is
predominantly generated by these vehicular means and directed by sidewalks as well as a
network of underground tunnels. Some of the major nodes nearest to the site include large
mixed-use complexes, department stores, a university, a technical college, and a cathedral.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Complêxe Les Ailes & Eaton’s Ninth Floor
Eaton-Centre
Christ Church Cathedral & Promenades-de-la-Cathédrale Commercial Centre
The Bay Department Store
Place-Montréal-Trust Commercial Centre
Simons Department Store & Scotiabank Cinéplex
Place-Ville-Marie Commerical Centre
Central Station
Fairmont Queen-Elizabeth Hotel
Place-des-Arts & Montréal Museum of Contemporary Art
McCord Museum
McGill University Campus

Figure 2.3
Abstracted map of constituting elements.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Sites toured by Art Déco Montréal are also acknowledged for their proximity to the site [figure
2.4]. These sites include the city’s sole Art Déco skyscraper known as the Aldred Building,
some of the best conserved Art Déco interiors at the National Breweries, and the home of the late
Ernest Cormier – an architect respected for his contribution to the development of Canadian Art
Déco.

Figure 2.4
Map of Art Déco sites in Ville-Marie toured by Art Déco Montréal in 2008.
Note: Copyright Sandra Cohen-Rose & Colin Rose, 2010.
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Figure 2.5
(from left to right)
Exterior view from intersection of building at Saint-Catherine St. West and University Ave, 2007.
Detail of new curtain wall, 2007.
Detail of replaced streamlined detailing, 2007.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.

Building:

Complêxe Les Ailes

T. Eaton & Co. Limited, Montréal

Genre:
Location:
Area:
Design:
Completion:

Mixed-Use Commercial Centre
Montréal, Canada
100 000 m2
Lemay Associés
2002

Genre:
Location:
Area:
Design:
Completion:

Department Store
Montréal, Québec
100 000 m2
Ross & Macdonald
1925

The building originally functioned as a department store for Goodwin’s, one of Canada’s earliest
retailers, and was later purchased by T. Eaton & Co. Limited in 1925. The local firm of Ross &
Macdonald was engaged several years later to modify the building’s façades and interiors, and to
add several more floors in support of Eaton’s desire to intensify its operations by the early 1930s.
The firm introduced an Italianate language in keeping with the design of the retailer’s new
flagship store in Toronto, on College Street, a project which Ross & Macdonald were also
responsible for. During the 1950s, an addition was made to the rear of the building and
expressed a late streamlined version of Art Déco.
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The building was purchased by Ivanhoe-Cambridge shortly after the closure of Eaton’s in
1999. This change in ownership translated in an alteration of the building and its main function,
in a desire to divide it into rentable lots for retail or office purposes (Kucharsky, 2002a;
Kucharsky 2002b; Cohen-Rose, 2002). The new concept revolved around the presence of a
feature tenant, a Québec-based retailer known as Les Ailes de la Mode, and was executed by the
local firm of Lemay Associés.
Changes made to the exterior of the building [figure 2.5] included the investiture in new
thermal-efficient windows, the removal of a portion of the eastern façade to introduce a glass
curtain wall, replacement of the rear addition’s Art Déco streamlined detailing for more
windows, and the provision of more exterior signage. The aim of Lemay Associés was to carve
new public spaces out of the existing structure led to a profound re-design of the building’s
interior dimension (Lemay Associés, 2009). The first of these gestures occur as a nave-like
promenade that aligns with the original main entry of the building and is four stories in height.
The other gesture involves the creation of an atrium that is composed of two different volumes –
the lower one ovoid, the upper one rectangular – stacked to span the full height of the building.
A new glass roof tops the atrium and allows daylight to penetrate the building’s core. Under the
new concept the majority of interior space is allocated to Les Ailes. Use of Eaton’s Ninth Floor
by Les Ailes is authorized for activities more private in nature rather than public and applied to
the retailer’s annual meetings, product launches, and special balls (Kucharsky, 2002a). By 2002,
T. Eaton & Co. Limited, Montreal, officially became Complêxe Les Ailes. The project was
awarded the Metropole Award by the Montréal Design Institute and the Award of Excellence by
the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction during the following year.
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Figure 2.6
(clockwise from left)
View of upper portion of
ground-floor promenade, 2002.
Note: Copyright Sandra CohenRose & Colin Rose, 2010.
View along lower portion of
ground-floor promenade, 2002.
Note: Copyright Sandra CohenRose & Colin Rose, 2010.
Later modification of promenade,
2005. (2009).
Note: Copyright James McCallanMalamatenios, 2010.

Figure 2.7
(clockwise from bottom left)
View of lower ovoid atrium, 2002.
Note: Permission of Lemay Associés, 2010.
Credited to Stéphane Poulin, photographer.
View of upper rectangular atrium (2002).
Note: Permission of Lemay Associés, 2010.
Credited to Stéphane Poulin, photographer.
Enlargement of oculus, 2005 (2009).
Note: Copyright James McCallanMalamatenios, 2010.
In-fill between ground and basement levels,
2005 (2009).
Note: Copyright James McCallanMalamatenios, 2010.
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Since its completion, Complêxe Les Ailes demonstrated several deficiencies in its
planning and design (Olijnyk, 2004). In 2004, Les Ailes fell into bankruptcy protection after
suffering losses from their over-estimation of the market in Québec for high-end retail. “Despite
injecting $40 million into a stunning renovation of the old Eaton’s, the new store failed to
capitalize on its location,” as reported in Canadian Business (Olijnyk, 2004). Changes were
made to Lemay Associés’ design one year later [figures 2.6 & 2.7], so as to relinquish the upper
levels of Les Ailes for more rentable office space and allow its retail activities to permeate the
public interiors of the building. Such alterations were observed during a recent visit to the site in
2009, whereby new partitions were imposed to restrict public access to the building’s basement,
ground, and second levels. Public space was crowded by Les Ailes merchandising, where seating
arrangements were reduced in favour of products and sales counters. The opening between the
ground and basement levels of the ovoid atrium was filled in and sets of escalators were shifted
to create more floor space to better accommodate this purpose. Additionally, the oculus detail
linking the two atria was enlarged to increase daylight penetration for the merchandising below.
Total area of the building is calculated at approximately 100 000 m2. General access is
supported by a network of exterior entrances at the building’s ground level, a couple of openings
shared between it and the adjacent mixed-use complex at the ground and second levels, and
connections to the underground pedestrian network at the basement level. Access to the
building’s administration and rentable offices occur via a separate entrance and lobby off
University Avenue. Vertical circulation throughout the building comprises of elevators for either
general or private use, escalators, and stairwells.
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The building’s original structural system follows steel-frame construction of the early
twentieth century, which organizes each floor into grids of rectilinear bays with concrete-infill
slabs. Testing co-ordinated by the 2002 project engineer revealed that much of the existing
structure was still viable, because its steel members bore a low yield strength due to their
oversize (Boulanger & Boulanger, 2004). Five hundred and fifty steel reinforcements were
added to correct seismic inadequacies and comply with Montréal’s current standards (Boulanger
& Boulanger, 2004). New structural elements were also introduced wherever interior volumes
deviated from the building’s original order, such as in the atrium composition and its roof. New
elements relied on a process of steel recovery, as prescribed by the Canadian Institute of Steel
Construction (2009), whereby removed structural components were melted and recast.
Information on the administration of Complêxe Les Ailes was collected from the official
website of its present owner, Ivanhoe-Cambridge (Ivanhoe-Cambridge, 2009). IvanhoeCambridge was listed as an entrepreneurial division of the Caisse de dépôt et placement du
Québec credit union, with a focus on property ownership and development in North America,
Latin America, and Europe. The enterprise expressed a commitment to building excellence as a
means to support its mission and declared that it “develops some of the most productive and
innovative shopping destinations around the world” (Ivanhoe-Cambridge, 2009). The website, at
the time of its review, featured a press section of articles that described the properties owned by
the enterprise and did not contain any items on Complêxe Les Ailes.
Investigation into the use of Complêxe Les Ailes occurred through personal visits made to
the building and by review of its official website (Complêxe Les Ailes, 2010). Data obtained
from these sources indicated that the main functions of the building are mercantile, corporate,
and administrative. Operations at Complêxe Les Ailes are organized into discrete zones, where
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retail is relegated to the building’s lower three levels and private workplaces occupy the
remaining floors above. The building’s administration is located on the sixth level and open to
the public during conventional business hours. Special kinds of activities also take place in areas
just outside the building, in the form of parades and organized protests routed down SaintCatherine Street or as fashion shows and art displays along McGill College Street.
A closer inspection of the retail entities at Complêxe Les Ailes, the most public aspect of
the building, reveals four main classifications (Complêxe Les Ailes, 2010). The first and second
groups respectively consist of the Les Ailes department store and boutiques offering fashion,
accessories, fragrances, and beauty products. A third group encompass the building’s array of
shops, that include a liquor commission, florist, pharmacy, nutritional store, nail and hair salons,
convenience stores, and a currency exchange. Quick food services form the last group and apply
to the food-court in the basement and a café on the second level. Retail dominates the exterior
and interior dimensions of Complêxe Les Ailes through advertising, in forms of physical signage
and digital projections.
Differences in occupancy are discerned in relation two types of occupants at Complêxe
Les Ailes. The less temporary of these groups consist of individuals who accessed the building
as a destination, whether as a point of leisure or one of employment, and encompass the
following: (a) local consumers, (b) local businesspeople, (c) local students, (d) tourists, (e) retail
staff, (f) office workers, (g) service workers and technicians. A second group of occupants, more
transient in nature, is recorded to approach Complêxe Les Ailes as a point of circulation. These
individuals are locals, similar in composition to those of the first group who use the basement
and ground levels of building to specifically access the underground tunnel network or as a
moment in their pedestrian trajectory to get from one point to another.
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Figure 2.8
Postcard of the Eaton’s Ninth Floor foyer,
c. 1931 – 1950.
Note: In collection of James McCallanMalamatenios.

Site:

Eaton’s Ninth Floor

Genre:
Location:
Area:
Design:
Completion:

Restaurant and Tea Lounge
Montréal, Québec
10 000 m2
Jacques Carlu with Ross & Macdonald
1931

Lady Flora McCrea Eaton [1880 - 1970] commissioned Eaton’s Ninth Floor as part of a
campaign to enhance public appeal for the T. Eaton & Co. Limited brand, as realized through an
expansion of its services and amenities. Conceptualization and construction of the Ninth Floor
were synchronized alongside a parallel project – Eaton’s Seventh Floor – at the retailer’s flagship
store in Toronto, Canada. One design team developed the interiors of both projects concurrently
and was led by French architect Jacques Carlu [1890 - 1976]. Adopting an approach of total
design, Carlu either designed or oversaw the fruition of nearly all aspects of the Ninth Floor’s
public interiors, and this even included a harmonization of the staff uniforms with the new
surroundings (Carlu, 1931). Assistance on the design of interior elements came from Eaton’s inhouse designer of that period, René Cera (McHugh, 1985). Carlu’s wife Natacha was
responsible for execution of any murals specified in the interior schemes, and sculpture was
assigned to the artist Denis Gélin.
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Figure 2.9
Digital collage exploration of the identify of Eaton’s Ninth Floor, 2007.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Figure 2.10
(from left to right)
Interior view of one of the
the dining hall’s focal
points
(1931).
Source: New restaurant,
1931 (p.183 ).
Photograph of one of the
Ïle-de-France’s dining
hall focal points (n.d.).
Source: Beecher, 1928
(p.90).

Notably, the interior dimension of the project correlated with the aesthetics and culture of
the renowned Île-de-France ocean liner [figure 2.10], a vessel esteemed at that time for its
sophisticated design sensibilities as well as impeccable meals and service (Beecher, 1928;
Maxtone-Graham, 1972; Brinnin & Gaulin, 1988; Dawson, 2006; Wealleans, 2006). As
accounted by Brinnin and Gaulin:
[b]ecause of the great publicity efforts of the French Line and her bold
interiors, the Île became so popular that she assembled a devoted following.
Artists, writers and the Hollywood set loved her. She was also the epitome
of everything French – from brilliance in design to chic social style to a
Parisian magic (1988: 42).
Interiors of the Ninth Floor were planned to support a combination of restaurant and retail
activities, and incorporated an array of natural and synthetic materials that were simple, durable,
and equally magnificent. As an outcome, the Ninth Floor presented forward-looking French
design to a famished Canadian audience. In this manner the entity upheld a growing affiliation
between T. Eaton & Co. Limited and Art Déco, as advertised in issues of the journal House and
Home (1928; 1929; 1930; 1931). Ultimately, Eaton’s Ninth Floor functioned as an immersive
environment designed to stimulate public appetite and consumerism.
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Visitors to the Ninth Floor ascended to the ninth level of the building by elevators
operated by uniformed attendants. Following their arrival, visitors proceeded down a long
corridor while passing groupings of geometric interior elevations. The corridor not only served
as an artery of circulation, but offered moments to pause in one’s journey and view displays in
the showcase windows for instance, or to make use of the private telephone cabins, or to even
access the washrooms to groom before lunching.
At the end of the corridor visitors turned sharply and proceeded to the foyer to meet with
fellow companions or attend Eaton’s tea service in the later hours of the afternoon. Repetitive
bays of windows and casual seating encouraged patrons to enjoy a spectacular view of the SaintLawrence seaway prior to tall urban developments. From the foyer, visitors entered the
monumental dining hall – 40 meters long by 23 meters wide and with a maximum height of 14
meters – for lunch with musical accompaniment, either performed lived or played over the
interior’s concealed speakers, and possibly take in a fashion show or special lecture. Two
private rooms were accessible off the dining hall to provide meals in more intimate settings and
frequently accommodated corporate patrons.
The restaurant’s kitchen was located just beyond the dining hall, out of public sight, and
the wall shared between them was insulated with cork to reduce any transmission of noise and
heat (Ross & Macdonald, 1930). While the kitchen was typically a private facility it was
occasionally opened to the public as a classroom to teach recipes, those which were considered
nutritious and satisfying yet simple and inexpensive in their ingredients.
Spatial order was executed in relation to clearly-defined rectilinear axes and their
intersections. A review of Carlu’s original plan, as featured in the first chapter of this document,
was helpful to determine that spatial order drew from the building’s composition as structural
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bays, but was largely commanded by the composition of its principal façade. Punctuation of this
façade translated into cues to organize interior space at the Ninth Floor, particularly in the
extrapolation of centralized axis to anchor the most prominent interiors along the floor-plate.
This alignment was commonly observed in designs of ocean liners of the period, as a
fundamental of their interior configuration (Dawson, 2006). Less prominent interiors and several
support spaces radiated off this axis, and the most private interiors were relegated to the floorplate’s perimeter. The varied rhythms of the building’s side façades were somewhat ignored
altogether. While the principal façade of the building appeared symmetrical in its composition,
measurements of its correlated segments actually were actually unequal by minor increments.
These discrepancies were reflected in the Ninth Floor’s interiors, where detailing on aligned
elevations was adjusted to retain an illusion of symmetry in their composition.

Figure 2.11
Model at 1:300, exploring ideas on
the organization of interiors and
their relationship with the
building’s structure.
Note: Copyright James McCallanMalamatenios, 2010.
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The Ninth Floor’s public interiors were predominantly seen as autonomous in their
design [Figure 2.11], where interiors were supported by the building’s structural system but not
totally defined by it (Brooker & Stone, 2007). It was determined that this approach allowed
Carlu to create “a composed and ordered space from what is actually irregular and unbalanced”
(Brooker & Stone, 2007: 122), whereby an illusion of symmetry pervaded despite abnormalities
and differences in measurements among each structural bay. Accordingly, these interiors
disguised the realities of the building though their envelopes and a variety of self-referential
objects. The design of autonomous interiors was also listed as one often employed by those
working in retail or exhibition design (Brooker & Stone, 2007: 122).
Interiors of the Ninth Floor showed a critical balance of traditional and modern materials
(Carlu, 1931a; Journal of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, 1931; Cohen-Rose, 1996;
Anderson & Mallinson, 2004), and this juxtaposition was a key characteristic of Art Déco design
(Duncan, 1988; Cohen-Rose, 1996). Marble was among the more prominent of the traditional
materials incorporated into the design. A multi-coloured marble known as escalette brèche,
quarried in the Pyrenees, was used in slabs to create the dining hall’s fictive columns and as wall
treatments in the dining hall and corridor. A black Belgian marble was used to form the steps
and pedestals of the dining hall’s platforms. Other traditional materials used in the interiors
included wood for the foyer’s flooring and the frames of the chairs, chenille and French Fabric as
treatments over windows in the foyer and doorways in the private dining rooms, and transparent
glass for most windows. The table settings were also traditional in their arrangement of English
Royal Worcester china, tablecloths made of plain-bordered Irish linens from Belfast, glassware
from Czechoslovakia and Germany, and Sheffield utensils.
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Interiors showcased modern materials, such as
rubberized linoleum tiles known as Ruboleum in the
flooring of the dining hall and its private rooms, a metallic
faux-leather fabric called Fabrikoid as upholstery, and opal
glass in most light-fixtures. Monel, a copper-nickel-ironmanganese alloy with a matte luster of nickel, was used
heavily throughout the Ninth Floor based on its noncorrosive and stain-resistant properties. Doorways, light
fixtures, railings, wall trims, display windows, and even
parts of the tea tables in the foyer employed Monel in their
detailing.
A combination of subdued colours generated the

Figure 2.12
Photograph of one of the Ninth
Floor’s menu covers from 1934
Source: Anderson & Mallinson,
2004 (p.74)

original palette, in keeping with a trend during the
Depression to abandon the bolder schemes of
the 1920s in favour of muted ones (Duncan, 1988). Carlu’s
palette revolved around a scheme of what he termed as
“mouse grey, black and pink” (Carlu, 1931a), with an
inclusion of metallic luster predominantly in silver but with
some instances of gold. While black was not one of Lady
Eaton’s preferred colours, it was still included as per
Carlu’s convictions and demonstrated the authority he had
over the entity’s interior dimension (Anderson &
Mallinson, 2004: 75).

Figure 2.13
One of the dining hall’s stylized
grilles and server hutches, 1931.
Source: New restaurant, 1931
(p.186).
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The Ninth Floor’s original furnishings, fixtures, and artworks were regarded as special
features. Carlu design all grilles, for example, located in the walls and ceilings and disguising
various interior systems. Unique compositions were found exclusive to the dining hall, such as
the fountains at the rear of each raised platform and the narrow wall murals directly above.
These compositions were executed in stylized manners similar to features on the Île-de-France.
The murals are especially significant to note as they channeled a similar dialectic as seen in
Carlu’s specification of materials, where one presented a scene of women in traditional attire and
the other depicted those in modern fashion. The dining hall also featured a collection of
sculpture by Denis Gélin, rather cubist in persuasion, as either shallow-relief cartouches along
the nave or as free-standing works atop several credenzas around the interior’s perimeter.
Analysis of the preceding character-defining elements signals a manifestation of a
particular brand of Art Déco, as developed by Carlu, in the design of the Ninth Floor’s interiors.
This understanding was enriched by a review of sources that specifically focused on the French
architect and his design sensibilities (Carlu, 1931; Gournay, 1985; Gournay, 1986). A strong
intention to direct movement of both people and of the eye underscored the language of the
Ninth Floor’s interiors designed by Carlu. The expression of this language increased in the
Ninth Floor’s entry procession, from the elevators to the dining hall, with concentration at its
highest in the private dining rooms.
Movement at the Ninth Floor not only resulted from a deliberate planning of the site’s
channels of access and circulation, but greatly depended on Carlu’s play with views as reinforced
through geometry and rhythm [figure 2.14]. A review of these elements in the Ninth Floor’s
interiors shows Carlu’s use of horizontal and vertical emphases to propagate fluid and fixed
patterns of movement. This play is most evident in Carlu’s accentuation of each interior’s
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directional linearity, with horizontal lines to emphasize pathways and vertical ones to announce
points of focus. For example, a strong sense of linearity was observed in the corridors and foyer
where circulation matched horizontal detailing on the walls that even continued in the curtains.
An importance of linearity was also observed in the corner light-fixtures of either private dining
room, where horizontal tri-banding encouraged a continued view between intersecting
elevations. Carlu’s use of geometry and rhythm to sequence movement was also seen in the
ceiling and floor planes. Movement was perceived to correlate with changes in ceiling heights,
where procession was driven from lower to higher interior volumes, and was additionally
associated with the forms of overhead recesses that were continuous over pathways and
contained over nodes. Flooring also exerted an influence on movement in terms of discernible
changes in material and orientation, where the flooring of pathways contained unified and
directional patterns while that of nodes was more irregular and diffuse.

Figure 2.14
Intersection of corridor and foyer showing continuous linearities (1931). Source: New restaurant, 1931 (p.181).
View along one of the dining hall’s side-aisles, 1931. Source: New restaurant, 1931 (p.186).
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Figure 2.15
Interior view of private dining room, 1931.
Source: Carlu, 1931 (p.451).

Carlu’s format of lighting, that was almost exclusively indirect, equally impacted
movement. Techniques employed were noted as analogous to those used aboard ocean liners of
that period (Maxtone-Graham, 1972; Brinnin & Gaulin, 1988), as well as with the prevalent
belief that indirect lighting was safer on the eyes (Pile, 2005). A closer review of Carlu’s
techniques was obtained by means of a light study that relied on photographic documentation as
well as a physical model. Procession at the Ninth Floor was directed through interiors from
darker to lighter areas. This point was observed in varied intensities of lighting en route from the
elevators to the main dining hall, as well as in the side-aisles and nave of the dining hall itself.
Most of Carlu’s interiors feature little natural daylight and were principally illuminated
through artificial means, as either visible or recessed fixtures. For instance, the straightforward
appearance of the clerestory windows of the dining hall were actually detailed to admit daylight
in combination with their concealed sources of warm artificial light to control intensity and
colour. Lighting levels were equally controlled through more simple techniques such as sheer or
opaque curtains, or by use of translucent or tinted glazes in glass. To increase interior
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luminousity, Carlu was strategic in his use of mirrors and
his specification of materials tended to include those with
light-reflective properties.
Carlu’s original design for the Ninth Floor was
altered in 1981 as many of the interiors underwent
renovation. This change was most apparent in the dining
hall where the Fabrikoid wall-coverings were replaced by a
rectilinear grid of vinyl panels, the striking luster of the
Monel grilles and trims was neutralized through coats of
paint, and its colour palette adopted orange and green.
Even more substantial was the introduction of a new buffet

Figure 2.16
View of one of the dining hall’s
focal ends, 1931.
Source: Anderson & Mallinson,
2004 (p.73)

station at the central bay of the nave, which imposed a new
view for incoming patrons and re-oriented the interior in its
diminishment of the interior’s intended focal points – the
end platforms. Whether intended or by accident, emphasis
on these platforms was also reduced by replacement of its
original linear-enhanced urns with plain Italian alabaster
ones. The new buffet enclosure and the four urn lightfixtures were both executed in a manner which attempted to
replicate a genuine Art Déco. Consequently, these
elements were often mistakenly cited as features of the
1931 design and even included in the terms of its heritage
classification (Baker, 1999; Cohen-Rose, 2002).

Figure 2.17
View of interior modifications
following the renovation of 1981.
Note: Copyright Sandra Cohen-Rose
& Colin Rose, 2010.
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Interiors at the Ninth Floor suffered additional compromise for unknown reasons. The
extent of this damage included a loss of many of the original furnishings, particularly from the
foyer and the corridors, as well as the dining hall’s free-standing sculptures. Some damage was
observed in the parquetry flooring of the foyer, in terms of scratches and a few missing pieces,
and also in the Ruboleum flooring of the dining hall from heavy foot traffic. As discussed in this
document’s introductory chapter, re-development of the building in 2002 resulted in a demolition
of the Ninth Floor kitchen and support spaces (Cohen-Rose, 2002; Heritage Montréal, 2009).
Photographs taken by Colin Rose of Art Déco Montréal illustrate the condition of the Ninth
Floor’s interiors during its latest phase of operation. This status was noticeably different in
documentation of the site during 2003, recorded in photographs taken by a group of architectural
enthusiasts known as Urban Explorers Montréal as featured on their website (Urban Explorers
Montréal, 2010).

Building Code Considerations
The Ninth Floor was also examined in relation to its compliancy with current national building
codes (Building Code, 2005). It can be noted that special exceptions are made when working
with a heritage interior (Parks Canada, 2003; Brooker & Stone, 2007), but several standards are
worthwhile to consider in assessment of the site and its re-design nonetheless. Consideration for
certain building codes is primarily focused on review of the following items: (a) occupancy, (b)
washrooms, (c) accessibility, (d) emergency egress.
The occupancy classification of the site is determined as Group A – assembly
occupancies – from table 3.1.2.2 (Building Code, 2005). This classification is most appropriate
as its standards of accessibility and safety are the highest, which is especially useful in
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consideration of a new institution with a hybridized nature. With the site’s classification
confirmed, it is then possible to calculate new interior occupancy loads with values obtained
from table 3.1.17.1 (Building Code, 2005), which stipulate the numeric co-efficients needed to
calculate the maximum occupancy of an interior in relation to its area and use.
The occupancy classification is also useful in understanding additional aspects of interior
safety. For instance, interiors of any height or area are to be made of non-combustible
construction, mindful of the fire-resistance of structural components, and sprinklered throughout.
At least one elevator needed to be designated for use by firefighters in an emergency, at 2.2 m2 in
area with a fire separation of one hour or more. A voice communication system is required for
any site 36 m above grade or higher. Although the site is below this height, this feature is
included as it lent itself out for both functional and creative purposes.
In terms of the site’s washrooms, it is apparent that new facilities need to be created to
accommodate occupancy loads and barrier-free travel. Table 3.7.2.2.A (Building Code, 2005)
was consulted to ensure that the site’s number of water closets conformed to assemblyoccupancy standards. It is also necessary to provide at least one lavatory per one or two water
closets in each washroom. Barrier-free access in the site’s original washrooms is an issue as
there was a flooring change of 400 mm. While the original steps to these locations conformed to
code 3.4.6.7, they do not allow for wheelchair access. In these cases, it is necessary to annex
some adjacent space for the provision of code-compliant ramps.
Similar changes in floor heights in the dining hall are equally in need of consideration.
Raised portions of the interior, at 400 mm, were originally accessed by discrete groupings of
three steps. The steps conform to code 3.4.6.7 (Building Code, 2005), but do not allow for the
passage of patrons in wheelchairs nor servers using mobile carts. Therefore ramps are
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designated to address the sets of steps located in the interior’s side-aisles, with slopes no greater
than 1 in 10 due the interior’s occupancy classification as stipulated by code 3.4.6.6 (Building
Code, 2005). The two central sets of steps are left virtually as-is due to the significance of their
form and punctuation. However, these areas are still modified to satisfy current handrail
standards, whereby any stairway 1 100 mm or wider is required to have handrails on both sides.
It is also noted that a maximum width of 2 200 mm is allowed between handrails, before an
intermediary is required. For both stairways and ramps, handrails are required to be
continuously graspable along their entire length, must terminated in a manner which does not
obstruct pedestrian travel or create a hazard, and must be within the accepted height range of 865
mm to 965 mm.
The building’s existing six stairwells are treated as the dominant means of emergency
egress. It is important to maintain a minimum width of 1 100 mm of unobstructed passage for all
exit routes, mindful of any projecting furnishings, and 800 mm for doorways. Doors are required
to swing in the direction of exit travel and on a vertical axis. Exit signs, with code-compliant
designs, are to be present over or adjacent to any doorway supporting emergency egress.

Conclusion
Analysis of Eaton’s Ninth Floor in relation to its municipality, built environment, and premises
supplies a wealth of information useful in contemplation of its adaptive re-activation. The site’s
location in one of Canada’s most metropolitan cities is seen as an advantage due to its ability to
connect with both local and international communities. Objectives stipulated by Montréal’s
Master-Plan indicate a strong desire to ensure that any new developments increase the city’s
public realm and accentuate its design heritage.
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Although the original building that supports the Ninth Floor was drastically altered in lieu
of a new purpose, it is noted that it still retains high levels of activity as shaped by regular and
temporary occupants. Abandonment of the site proper is taken into account as a consequence of
the building’s re-development, where its operation is not deemed a priority. Heritage value of
the Ninth Floor is confirmed by certain character-defining elements that are identified in terms of
the site’s spatial configuration, materials and finishes, and special features. Further analysis of
the Carlu-designed interiors aids in the recognition of a particular language of Art Déco.
Ultimately, it is determined that an adaptive re-activation of the Ninth Floor requires an approach
that is sensitive toward surviving portions of the original interior design and treats any areas of
damage as opportunities for exciting design synthesis.
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CHAPTER 3: PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
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Introduction
Three existing projects were selected as precedents in development of Le 9e. Their general
nature concentrates on the design of interior environments to support social congregation and
interactive experiences. While these precedents do not embody an Art Déco microtopia in the
concrete sense, they were selected because they typify some of its more significant aspects.
Guinness Storehouse – Dublin, Ireland – represents a hybrid institution that fuses cultural
and corporate identities together. This precedent demonstrates a contemporary application of
exhibition design to transform an existing building into a complex of narrative spaces, as part of
a mission to bolster the Guinness image and consumer loyalty. A second precedent, 70x7: The
Meal, exemplifies a strategy which concentrates on a production and consumption of immersive
art-politic interplays, held in various locations, in attempt to raise awareness of pressing issues
and generate responses. As a series of critical art installations, its design shows an industrious
co-ordination of objects, activities, and locations. Moreover, its implementation follows a
methodology in keeping with operative realism. Lastly, an especially important precedent to
acknowledge in this practicum was The Carlu – Toronto, Canada – as it corresponds with the
composition and circumstances of the Ninth Floor. The Art Déco site, once abandoned, was redesigned in 2003 as a private events venue and serves as a prime opportunity to observe an
implementation of Canadian conservation practices.
Organization of this chapter is structured around an examination of the background and
significance of each precedent. Description and analysis are integrated to better identify key
concepts and instances of their materialization. Relevancy of these findings, in correlation with
the development of Le 9e, is more directly addressed toward the end of this chapter.
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Figure 3.1
Exterior view of Guinness Storehouse
at dusk, 2000.
Source: Guinness, 2010.

Precedent:

Guinness Storehouse

Genre:
Location:
Area:
Design:
Cost:
Completion:

Corporate Operations and Visitor Centre
Dublin, Ireland
15 794 m2
Imagination with Robinson Keefe Devane Architects
£30 million
2000

Guinness Storehouse [figure 3.1] was created to replace the visitor centre of the Guinness
brewery. The project called for a relocation of the entity from the outskirts of Dublin to the
city’s central district, and sited it within an existing building on the brewery’s premises. Efforts
were concentrated on expanding the idea of the previous visitor centre into a hybrid of public
institution and private enterprise. The new entity was publicized as an important precedent for
both of these sectors, and it received acclaim in architectural journals such as Blueprint (2000)
and Irish Architect (2000, 2001), and even marketing publications like Brand Strategy (2003).
Within its first year of operation the Guinness Storehouse surpassed the Book of Kells as
Ireland’s leading tourist attraction (Dernie, 2007: 41).
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The project was commissioned during the mid-1990s under the executive leadership of
Guinness Ireland Group, a brewery renowned internationally for its brewed draughts and stouts.
Initially founded and operated by the Guinness family, the brewery fell under new ownership as
it merged with GrandMet in 1997 to form a new enterprise known as Diageo. Guinness
Storehouse emerged in response to a new policy of brand ownership and growth, as a way “to
give a potentially intimidating global brand a more homely aspect” (Blueprint, 2000: 42).
This intention was materialized by a multi-disciplinary design team from Imagination, an
international communications agency recognized for its major commercial and institutional
projects, in collaboration with the architectural services of Dublin-based Robinson Keefe Devane
Architects.
A decision was reached to use and re-design one of the brewery’s vacant buildings, based
on a capitalization of its historic context and features. The chosen building, referred to as a
storehouse, was completed in 1904 to house Guinness’ final stage of processing known as
fermentation. Designed in the Chicago-style, the multi-storey construction involved a massive
structural framework of plated steel columns and joists enveloped by an exterior cladding of
masonry and glazed fenestration. Notably, the storehouse was the first multi-storey steel-frame
construction in the United Kingdom (Blueprint, 2000; Irish Architect, 2000; Irish Architect 2001;
Richards, 2002; Dernie, 2007).
In its new configuration, the storehouse was positioned as a showcase of interactive
exhibits on the brewery’s founder, Arthur Guinness, as well as its processes of production, in
many of its re-designed interiors. Additional provisions were integrated to accommodate a range
of corporate operations and commercial services. Design progression was underscored by the
team’s ability to integrate these new components with the existing tectonics and spatial
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organization of the storehouse. As an outcome, the generated design established narrative
relationships between the programmatic and formal elements of Guinness Storehouse in pursuit
of a contextualized brand immersion (Blueprint, 2000).
Programming at Guinness Storehouse indicates a fusion of exhibition typologies with
workplace, commercial, and venue facilities (Blueprint, 2000; Irish Architect, 2000; Irish
Architect, 2001; Dernie, 2007). This combination is most apparent in the various functions and
interiors of the new entity. In addition to a general reception area, a grand exhibition hall,
several galleries, and an archive, Guinness Storehouse contains offices for internal staff and
various rooms for meeting or training purposes as well. Retail opportunities also are
incorporated as enticing destinations, such as a gift shop of exclusive merchandise and three bars
equipped to serve the full line of Guinness beverages along with contemporary versions of
traditional Irish cuisine.
Overall, the balance of educational and corporate interests at Guinness Storehouse
characterizes its hybridized nature. Not only is it possible to observe this aspect in the design of
its interiors but in the format of its exhibits as well. For instance, the interactive tasting sessions
held daily in the main exhibition hall allow occupants to evaluate recently brewed stouts
alongside Guinness professionals as part of quality control operations (Guinness, 2010). Other
noted cases include galleries dedicated to Guinness advertisements and responsible alcoholic
consumption, stout-pouring demonstrations at one of the bars, and even the promotion of
complimentary pints at the roof-top bar – a popular social hang-out among young locals
(Guinness, 2010) – whereby visitors crowned their journey with consumption of Guinness
beverages amid a 360-degree panoramic view of Dublin’s cityscape [figure 3.2].
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Figure 3.2
Interior view of roof-top bar at Guinness Storehouse, 2000 (n.d.)
Source: Guinness, 2010.

This form of cultural marketing is also discernible from an examination of three
categories of occupants desired at Guinness Storehouse (Richards, 2002). Tourists form the
largest of these groups and their inclusion strongly impacted the leading use of the building.
Tourists are seen as the primary occupants of the entity’s exhibition and commercial facilities, its
most public interiors essentially, and thus these interiors are assigned to strategic locations. For
example, the roof-top bar is offset in its placement to allow daylight penetration into the atrium
below and advertise its presence to individuals approaching the building (Blueprint, 2000).
A second category consists of Guinness employees, those working on site and at other
facilities, and includes visitors renting interiors for corporate uses. Use of Guinness Storehouse
by this group is chiefly relegated to its more private interiors, such as its meeting and training
rooms, but also retains the public ones as enviable interiors for business and press events.
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Local communities, particularly younger demographics, form the third category. It is
envisioned that this group would occupy the same public interiors as the tourists in attendance of
one-time events, such as concerts and special parties, and frequent the entity’s bars as regular
patrons. These different levels of access and service reveal varying degrees of permeability and
social exchange at Guinness Storehouse. Emphasis of the entity as both an institution of culture
and complex of amenities, available under certain arrangements, is observable in relation to
recent museum practices in attempt to increase attendance and revenue (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992;
Staniszewski, 2002; Marstine, 2006, Dernie, 2007).
The profusion of functions in the programming of Guinness Storehouse makes it possible
to regard the entity as a specific form of cultural hybridization known as “edu-tainment”
(Poynor, 2005: 36), whereby education is marketed as an experience-based commodity of
leisure. Adoption of this type of operation has become common in the current practices of
museums as they position themselves and their services in the market. The main drawing
features of many museums are now its restaurants and shops (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992; Dernie,
2007). “Shops, restaurants, rest and orientation areas occupy space that in the past would have
contained objects and displays,” as stated by Hooper-Greenhill (1992: 202). Inclination towards
the amenities of Guinness Storehouse is worked into its concept in order to manifest an implicit
system of brand immersion, as propagated by engagements of individuals with the entity’s
distinctive framework, exhibits, and activities (Blueprint, 2000: 46). Ralph Argill, director of
marketing and strategic planning at Imagination, explains that the entity is “about meaningful
interventions in consumers’ lives rather than people living their lives inside a crazy brand
world,” and that the design team reflects this principle in their articulation of Guinness
Storehouse (Blueprint, 2000: 46).
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Figure 3.3
Diversified programming and intended occupants at Guinness Storehouse, 2000 (n.d.)
Source: Guinness, 2010.

Ties forged between the content, design, and services of a museum have become
effective as influencers of experience among individuals [figure 3.3]. Chris Bruce, former
director of Curatorial and Collections at Experience Music Project, a prototype of the postmuseum archetype, explains that these dynamic relationships “mitigate institutional authority
and allow core content to come through in a way that feels like it is simply part of an overall
adventure” (2006: 140). Elen Lewis investigates this effect at Guinness Storehouse, noting that
its interiors were designed to induce positive and memorable experiences so as to transform
occupants into unofficial ambassadors of the Guinness brand (Lewis, 2003: P23). Paul Carty,
general manager of Guinness Storehouse, elaborates on this point during his interview with
Lewis: “[i]f people care enough and see themselves as fans then they’ll leave the place even
more evangelical” (Lewis, 2003: P23).
Examination of Guinness Storehouse and its interiors reveals an adaptive re-activation,
whereby the design team created a new entity from the original form and context of an existing
site. The concept called for a selective application of the different conservation processes
commonly associated with re-design, as outlined by Parks Canada (2003) and Brooker and
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Figure 3.4
Initial ascent through atrium (n.d.).
Source: Guinness, 2010.

Stone (2007). Maintenance of the storehouse’s original steel-frame structure and exterior
masonry walls indicate a degree of preservation [figure 3.4]. Upgrades to the building’s
infrastructure to handle new mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems denote varying
degrees of renovation. Remodeling is also noted from the infusion of new activities, interiors,
and details within the storehouse and its modification to ensure the necessary support. In
keeping with Brooker and Stone’s discussion of “form follows form” (2007: 68), Guinness
Storehouse demonstrates a new design which greatly derived from the original one. The design
team formulated responsive interiors (Brooker & Stone, 2007: 58), in their sensitive address of
the storehouse’s formal properties as well as psychological ones. In this manner the new
interiors and exhibits are poised to frame experiences on both physical and conceptual levels,
and confirm Giebelhausen’s view regarding the implications of museum design (2007: 42). This
point is also stressed by Marstine, who writes that framing is:
a metaphorical process that creates a vision of the past and future based on
contemporary needs… Frames not only set boundaries; they provide an
ideologically based narrative context that colors our understanding of what’s
included… Architectural features, lighting design, audio-tour headsets, the
museum café, and the larger museum itself are all framing devices (2006: 4).
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Therefore, the design team’s decision to site the entity within the historic storehouse ensures a
richness of experience and brand identity among occupants (Blueprint, 2000: 45). “There are
very few opportunities for brands and customers to meet on human terms – it’s a great leveler,”
as Carty informed Lewis during their interview (Lewis, 2003: P23).
The capacity of the interior design at Guinness Storehouse to frame certain experiences,
and inherently bolster the brewery’s image, is enabled by the design team’s creation of narrative
space concurrent to branding strategy. Narrative space, defined by Dernie (2007: 20-45),
contributes to the design of Guinness Storehouse as a means of communication and learning
through experiential storytelling. This method permits greater flexibilities in the programming
of the entity’s interiors as inter-connected episodes of rhythms, views, artifacts and activities.
Ralph Appelbaum, a leading exhibition designer, also explains narrative space in relation to his
own practice: “we [Appelbaum and his associates] construct a strong linear experience, one that
tells a clear story and that let’s visitors break away to explore various aspects of an exhibit in
more depth” (Dernie, 2007: 13).

Figure 3.5
Example of a narrative exhibit at
Guinness Storehouse, 2000 (n.d.).
Source: Guinness, 2010.
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An inter-disciplinary approach in the design of Guinness Storehouse’s interiors is
paramount in creation of higher levels of occupant-oriented interactions (Dernie, 2007: 10).
Information is relayed to occupants through compacted and diversified formats to garner
attention, stimulate impressions, and even promote rewarding memories overall. Consequently,
interiors at Guinness Storehouse are generated from varying combinations of architecture and
interior design, graphic and web design, performance, organizational management, and
hospitality services. Exhibits are executed as environmental juxtapositions of digital projections,
physical surfaces, recorded audio testimonies, material objects, communal interactions, and
moments of personal reflection. As such, it is possible to identify re-design activity at Guinness
Storehouse as a process of understated collage (Dernie, 2007: 12), and to recognize aspects of
bricolage in the creation of events from structures and structures from events (Rowe & Koetter,
1975: 103).
Overlap of narrative space with branding has
become increasingly evident among exhibition designers in
pursuit of multi-sensorial techniques to craft interiors as
well as experiences (Dernie, 2007: 13). A prime example
of this approach is most observable in the main exhibition
hall [figure 3.6 & 3.7] on the ground floor of Guinness
Storehouse (Dernie, 2007: 38-41). This grand interior is
formulated as a sequence of narrative episodes which focus
on the making of brewery’s draughts and stouts, from its
ingredients to its fermentation process and even a history of
its means of exportation.

Figure 3.6
Select interior views in the main
exhibition hall (n.d.).
Source: Guinness, 2010.
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Figure 3.7
View of entrance threshold of main exhibition hall and one of its exhibits on the Guinness brewing process. (n.d.).
Source: Guinness, 2010.

Access is planned around a foyer-like threshold, formed from a curved screen that
physically organized interior space and also acts as a psychological marker in its changing
display of digitally-projected Guinness imagery. Fragments of the interior’s industrial tectonics
are retained and the masonry of the perimeter walls is exposed to create an ambient backdrop to
the assorted brewing displays. Objects and framework are brought together in a dynamic rhythm
to reinforce Guinness’ position in the development of Dublin and its local communities (Dernie,
2007: 40). Routes are prescribed in a clear manner due to effective applications of lighting
features and large-scale graphics in relation to the interior’s historic detailing. Overall, the
framing of the exhibition hall in this manner channels a pervasive sense of Irish legacy and
efficiency behind the Guinness brand. This finding is applicable to all prominent interiors at
Guinness Storehouse as each encompassed carefully assembled set of spatial experiences to
promote “the ultimate expression of the character of Guinness” (Dernie, 2007: 38).
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Figure 3.8
Photographed moment and plate from the first
installment of 70x7: The Meal, 2000.
Source: Studio Orta, 2010.

Precedent:

70x7: The Meal

Genre:
Location:
Area:
Design:
Completion:

Critical art series
Variable
Variable
Studio Orta (Lucy and Jorge Orta)
On-going since 2000

70x7: The Meal, a contemporary critical art installation series, was designed to merge artistic
practice with event-making as a form of social activism. Each installment, better regarded as an
act of an ongoing sequence (Damianovic, 2003), has attempted to uphold this objective through a
co-ordination of culinary gatherings to serve up simple meals, complex dialectics, and
opportunities for their discussion (Studio Orta, 2010). Emphasis is equally placed on the
production and consumption activities of the food and drink provided as well as elements of its
interior design in an attempt to cultivate an active realm of engagements. Guests, objects, and
location are adjusted in promotion of specific topics and interactivities to galvanize each meal as
a convivial forum of inquiry and dialogue. Since the series’ inception in 2000 [figure 3.8], its
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format has ranged from intimate supper-parties at art galleries to larger park picnics to even
grander political banquets in historic settings. Issues examined have included local issues, such
as the joining of distanced communities within a rural town, to broader concerns like the Slow
Food Movement or global warming.
The idea and design behind 70x7 can be accredited to Lucy Orta [1966 – ], a Britishborn artist and professor, who explores new forms of artistic media and engagement in response
to social and political issues. Her practice, Studio Orta, resulted from her collaboration with her
husband, Jorge Orta [1953 – ], whose own work has largely concentrated on drawing attention
to socio-political injustices. Assembly of their work has typically involved participation from
curators, architects and designers, skilled technicians and craftsmen, and even other artists. Lucy
Orta has become distinguished through her exhibits at contemporary art institutions, major
biennials, and public spaces around the globe. While her regard for the latter of these settings
has underscored much of her work, treating public spaces as powerful arenas of address and
debate, Orta has chosen to concentrate her attention on the museum entity as the most effective
channel for her work in its potential to garner high levels of public attention and involve a wider
range of communities (Bourriaud, 2003: 22).
Origin of 70x7 is attributed by Orta to two of her previous works [figure 3.9], Dans le
même panier (All in One Basket) and HortiRecycling Enterprise, which she executed in 1997 and
1999 respectively and has since regarded as the first and second acts of the entire series
(Damianovic, 2003: 90). Orta better describes these works on her studio’s website (Studio Orta,
2010). The first of these works involves a modification an existing iron trolley into a relational
art object. These adjustments consist of a new finish to the trolley’s frame, boxed vitrines made
from salvaged crates, and the addition of audio-presentational capabilities. Once positioned in
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the street, the work is activated as it becomes a site of contact between the artist and adjacent
passers-by. Critical interactions are fostered as individuals sampled free syrups and jams,
produced from surplus fruit gathered at local markets prior to set-up, and engage in open
discussion. Orta manifests a second exploration of this dynamic by creating a network of similar
works designed as mobile units, made from different combinations of new and reclaimed
elements that provide storage for dry and refrigerated food ingredients and the means to prepare
them as warm or chilled meals. The mobility of the units allows for critical interactions among
different locations and participants. From these endeavours the 70x7 series arose and was
developed into its present and recognizable format (Bourriaud, 2003; Damianovic, 2003; Studio
Orta, 2010).

Figure 3.9
(from left to right)
Dans le même panier (All in One Basket), Lucy Orta, 1997.
HortiRecyling, Lucy Orta, 1999.
Source: Studio Orta, 2010.
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As a concept 70x7 is both ideology and methodology, and this directly impacts the
fundamentals of its formal and programmatic design. A survey of the series shows variations in
the components of each installment, but nonetheless points toward a consistent design formula.
Creation of every act starts with Orta’s selection of a main topic for discussion and a suitable
location, with special attention on the relationship promoted between these two elements.
Contribution of individuals is always provisioned by their participation in the production or
consumption activities surrounding each act’s formulation. Participants differ between acts, but
what remains constant is Orta’s ability to use the series as a prime occasion to bring together “a
selection of winners and loser, lonely hearts and social butterflies, radicals and conservatives”
(Damianovic, 2003: 91), and congregate heterogeneous identities and perspectives in multiples
of seven.
Orta’s focus is also directed on recurring details – surfaces, seating, dishware, cutlery – in
terms of their design and function. These settings are treated by Orta as significant interfaces to
blend content and form with use, creating multi-sensorial means of communication best
described as “target windows” (Damianovic, 2003: 97). This point is explicitly observed in
Orta’s incorporation of graphics and texts with tactile items supporting food ingestion, such as
table runners and flatware to stimulate individual thought and collective conservation. Similarly
this occurs in the types of seating and meal surfaces provided – chairs, benches, mats, one united
table, groups of separated tables, no table – and their resulting implications [figure 3.10].
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Figure 3.10
(from top to bottom)
Photographs of Act XII (Amiens), Lucy Orta, 2001.
Photographs of Act XXVIII (Monaco), Lucy Orta, 2008.
Photographs of Act XXII (Hasselt), Lucy Orta, 2005.
Source: Studio Orta, 2010.
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Orta’s layering of these components permits contemplation of each act of 70x7 as an
outcome of environmental collage, comparable with a crafting of narrative space (Dernie, 2007:
12, 20-23) through an approach of bricolage (Rowe & Koetter, 1978: 102-104). Critical
relationships between participants and their surroundings are cultivated through Orta’s
positioning of each installment’s aesthetic and functional dimensions, where: “[o]bjects and
episodes are obtrusively imported and, while they retain the overtones of their source and origin,
they gain also a wholly new impact from their changed context” (Rowe & Koetter, 1978: 139).
Following this point, it is possible to appreciate 70x7 as an activation of space through a
conflation of interior experience; of framework, artifacts, information, and ideology, along with
volumes, materials, lighting, colours, graphics, and text. Orta demonstrates a capacity to
accentuate existing dialectics of a space selectively and introduce newer ones as required.
Artists, in pursuit of this genre of activation, have conventionally fashioned spatial interventions
and installations through sensory techniques irrespective of function, accessibility, and servicing,
to instill a purity of the statement they wish to confer upon occupants (Brooker & Stone, 2010:
130). However, Orta chooses to address these interior dimensions in her activation of spaces, to
develop convivial environments of discussion and debate through an employment of
“functioning aesthetics” (Bourriaud, 2003: 8-9). As the artist states during an interview: “I have
initiated an artistic production and a communication medium primarily by fabricating objects
conscious that the forms cannot just represent reality. On the contrary, they should be active,
reactive, and also function as catalysts” (Bourriaud, 2003: 9).
Acknowledgement of the elements of 70x7’s formulaic composition and their interrelations helps to substantiate the series as critical art, especially as defined by Rancière (2006).
Here, critical art is recognized as an engagement designed; a fashioning of environmental
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platforms to promote certain experiences, stimulate ideas, and potentially motivate action among
participants. Each act of 70x7 embodies critical art’s “game of exchanges and displacements”
(Rancière, 2006: 87), observable in its convivial models of preparation, dining, and discussion.
This principle and its effect are not limited to social relations between participants, but also
applied to their interaction with their intentionally framed surroundings. Ultimately, the power
of 70x7 to impact and influence participants derives from a simultaneous readability and unreadability of its elements similar to an experiential collage (Rancière, 2006: 87).
Importantly, it is possible to acknowledge the series as a sequence of unique art-politic
realms in alignment with “micro-politics” (Rancière, 2006: 86). This principle is evident in
Orta’s approach whereby creation of each installment as a dynamic framework, both physical
and conceptual in nature, benefitted from the fluidity of art and politics as well as their constant
interplay. “In other words, what he [the artist] produces, first and foremost, is relations between
people and the world, by way of aesthetic objects,” as Bourriaud clarifies (2002: 42). This
notion is apparent in Orta’s creation of 70x7, as expressed by its inaugural curator:
a combination of the ordinary and the everyday intermingles with the provocative
and debatable, as individuals, deliberately drawn from different social, political
and economic backgrounds, are invited to share a meal, often leading to
demanding, unusual and unexpected conversations… all certainties of identity
are dissolved into myriad ambiguities that potentially involve change,
transformation, loss and gain, love and hate – all the dramatic but actual elements
of human experience (Damianovic, 2003: 90).
As works of critical art, each act of 70x7 is able to generate response and influence
unique outcomes. Rancière’s belief in critical art as a vehicle for transformation is also shared
by influential artist Robert Irwin, who explains it as a phenomenal situation designed to engage
with our basic sense of “being and circumstance” and impact our process of subjective reasoning
(Irwin, 1996: 574). The process of art’s innate ability to provoke individuals in a critical manner
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is also stated by Bourriaud: “I see and perceive, I comment, and I evolve in a unique space and
time” (2002: 16). Building from a notion of critical art as a reciprocal generator of environment
and sociability (Bourriaud, 2002: 16), it is viable to consider the design of 70x7 and its
components from their effect on participants and conversely the other way around.
Active participation is amplified by Orta’s application of activated spectatorship (Bishop,
2005: 11), as she allows individuals to occupy more dynamic positions within the immersive
qualities of her work. Her techniques indicate a strategy which did not forcefully machinate
doctrine that was strictly authoritative or incapable of revision. Instead the artist chooses to
initiate more transactional and open-ended exchanges to cultivate – not dictate – subjective
experiences leading to increased levels of social consciousness. As Orta asserts, “all points of
view are permitted in art, leaving open multiple ways to invent alternatives according to each and
every person’s own certitude” (Bourriaud, 2003: 9).

Figure 3.11
Photographs of preparation, consumption, and flatware for Act VI (Dieuze), Lucy Orta, 2000.
Source: Studio Orta, 2010.
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70x7 champions the linear methods of display traditionally followed by museums
Damianovic, 2003: 92). This principle occurs not only in the actual meal event, but in its
production and aftermath as well (Bourriaud, 2003; Damianovic, 2003; Studio Orta, 2010). For
example, in Act IV (Dieuze) [figure 3.11], Orta invites citizens to not only attend a large outdoor
luncheon, but help mould its direction along the town’s main road from its salt mine to civic hall.
Citizens of Dieuze work together to develop a communal manifesto in support of solidarity
between two disengaged neighbourhoods, which are later printed on the meal’s 300 metre tablerunner, and to design the imagery of 1 500 Royal Limoges plates. Activated spectatorship in this
manner generates positive engagements between participants and the work, as well as
memorable experiences, confirmed in the sale of over 750 plates on the day of the event. “The
circumstance of the meal evidently moved the inhabitants,” Orta reports and attributes to
relational transferences between the event’s objects and participants (Bourriaud, 2003: 22).
Adjustments to each installment’s components are observed to correlate with changes in
topic, location, and date. Orta’s invention of “a pretext for a series of never-ending meals”
(Studio Orta, 2010), reveals a strong degree of resiliency in terms of 70x7’s programmatic and
formal design. The series continually upholds its mission to encourage inquiry and activism,
even amid unanticipated factors (Damianovic, 2003: 91). The impact and adaptability of 70x7’s
elements makes it possible to channel a form of operative realism (Bourriaud, 2002: 35).
Importantly, Orta creates a process of engagement with a potential to motivate responses toward
immediate problems and effect reform gradually.
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Figure 3.12
View of Round Room at The
Carlu, 2003, (n.d.).
Note: Copyright The Carlu, 2010.

Precedent:

The Carlu

Genre:
Location:
Area:
Design:
Completion:

Event Venue
Toronto, Canada
4 200 m2
ERA Architects with WZMH Architects
2003

After twenty-four years of disuse and neglect, Eaton’s Seventh Floor underwent a considerable
process of transformation to become The Carlu [figure 3.12]. Located in the downtown core of
Toronto, Canada, the site crowns the uppermost level of what was once Eaton’s flagship
department store on College Street. As a counterpart to Eaton’s Ninth Floor in Montréal, the
Seventh Floor was also commissioned by Lady Eaton and designed by the same team as coordinated by Jacques Carlu. Interiors were planned around a similar programme of dining and
commercial spectacle, and expressed the same brand of Art Déco tectonics (Carlu, 1931;
Anderson & Mallinson, 2004). The Seventh Floor eventually succumbed to a critical state of
arrest, but with far more interior compromise and deterioration than at the Ninth Floor. This
situation was amended by means of an extensive process of re-design to position the site as a
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grand venue for intimate occasions, corporate affairs, and prestigious cultural events.
Accordingly, the project received considerable attention in the city’s press, Toronto Star (2003a,
2003b), and in Canadian architectural journals such as Canadian Architect (2003) and Canadian
Interiors (2003).
Creation of The Carlu is valued as a fortunate outcome, especially in light of the events
which occurred after Eaton’s sale of the building during the 1970s (Hoffman, 2003; McCullogh,
2003; Save the Seventh Floor Inc., 2003). Initially, under the new direction of insurance
provider London Life, the Seventh Floor’s interiors were slated for total demolition to
accommodate a prospective tenant’s request to use the site as a data-processing facility
(McHugh, 1985). A group of local citizens with professional experience in design, urban
planning, and property development, organized in opposition to ensure survival of these
distinctive interiors (McCullough, 2003). With support from the City of Toronto, these citizens
successfully obtained a ruling of protection at the level of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1986.
Re-development activities were thus limited to the building’s lower six levels, but unexpectedly
contributed in further damage and vandalism of the Seventh Floor, with reports that interior
elements “were turning up in second-hand shops and antique stores” (Hoffman, 2003).
During the mid-1990s the building and site fell under the ownership of one of London
Life’s competitors, Great West Life, who recognized its potential to fit within a mixed-use
project that was anticipated for the district (McCullough, 2003). Conceptualization of the project
began in 2000 and adopted momentum following participation from the site’s new tenants Jeff
Roick and Mark Robert, who together possessed an “impressive skill set” (McCullough, 2003),
along with “experience, money, and a clear vision” (Chodikoff, 2003: 34). Robert was a
practiced negotiator within retail and office sectors, and Roick was an accomplished
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event-planner. Design was entrusted to WZMH Architects as the prime consultants and to ERA
Architects for their understanding of heritage properties. Both firms were jointly awarded the
Award of Architectural Excellence by the Ontario Association of Architects, the Craftsmanship
Award by the Canadian Association of Professional Heritage Consultants, and the Award for
Architectural Conservation and Craftsmanship from Heritage Toronto (ERA Architects, 2009;
WZMH Architects, 2009). Overall, the project totaled a cost of $8.5 million and required the
services of many specialists, technicians, and suppliers (Craig, 2003; McCullough, 2003).
Design for The Carlu evolves around a stipulated protection of the Seventh Floor’s Art
Déco interiors and detailing (Chodikoff, 2003; Craig, 2003). The site’s original configuration
[figure 3.13] included a 350-seat restaurant known as the Round Room which was considerably
smaller than the Ninth Floor’s dining hall but equally iconic in its appearance, two adjacent
private dining rooms known as the Clipper Rooms, and a foyer which featured display vitrines
and provided access to public washrooms and telephone cabins. Unlike its counterpart, Eaton’s
Seventh Floor also housed a 1300-seat auditorium with proscenium stage and upper balcony.
Support interiors included a large kitchen, employee lunch room, additional washrooms,
technical rooms, and storage spaces. Access to the site relied upon two groupings of elevators, at
either end of the foyer, which served as the preferred mode of vertical circulation for the
building. To promote cohesion between the site’s heritage interiors and their new purpose, the
project’s design team developed an approach “while weighing the value of nostalgia, historical
accuracy and contemporary considerations” (Chodikoff, 2003: 34). As Scott Weir, associate
architect at ERA, attested: “we [the design team] wanted to go back to the original ideas of the
architect [Carlu] because the original design for the floor was so fantastic” (Craig, 2003: 36).
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Figure 3.13
Original plan of Eaton’s Seventh
Floor, Jacques Carlu, 1931.
Source: Carlu, 1931 (p.456).

ERA’s design team followed specific activities to develop the project (Craig, 2003: 36),
in keeping with Canada’s principles of conservation practice (Parks Canada, 2003: 4). As a
preliminary measure, the team conducted research on the site’s formal and programmatic
elements, as well as its history, to understand the original entity better. An inventory of the site’s
spatial configurations, distinctive forms, interior materials and uses, and even cultural
associations, was prepared to identify any interior components which needed the team’s
particular attention. Focus on these features, or character-defining elements (Parks Canada,
2003: 2), ensured an important continuity of the site’s heritage value for present and future
generations.
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This inventory was refined in relation to information obtained during on-site visits,
whereby observations of the conditions of interior elements confirmed their need for
maintenance or alteration. Looking past the site’s accumulation of dust and grime, these visits
revealed more distressing circumstances such as damage to the foyer’s rubberized-linoleum
flooring and exposure of its dirt sub-floor, partial ceiling collapse, and toilets stored alongside
furnishings in the Round Room. From their findings the team was able to identify pressing
situations and opportunities which needed to be incorporated into the new concept. These
activities allowed ERA to follow conservation processes of restoration and renovation, but also
practiced that of remodeling to support matches between existing and newly introduced interior
qualities (Brooker & Stone, 2007: 13).

Figure 3.14
(clockwise from top-left)
Photographic documentation of the foyer’s
original design (1931), compromised state (2002),
and re-design outcome (2003).
Note: Copyright The Carlu, 2010.
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Figure 3.15
(clockwise from top-left)
Interior view of original Round Room, Jacques Carlu, 1931. Source: Anderson & Mallinson, 2004 (p.67).
Later interior design modifications, c.1976. Source: Anderson & Mallinson, 2004 (p.150).
Re-designed Round Room for The Carlu, ERA Architects, 2003. Note: Copyright The Carlu, 2010.
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Figure 3.16
Documentation of the restoration
work in the Round Room, 2002.
Note: Copyright Scott Weir, 2010.

ERA’s strategy involved a repair of the site’s physical deterioration and a removal or reconstruction of certain features altered during a later phase of occupation (Chodikoff, 2003;
Craig, 2003). This type of work was defined by Parks Canada’s Canadian Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada as restoration (2003: 3), as “the
action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place
or an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting
its heritage value,” and similarly described by Brooker and Stone (2007: 22). For this project,
restoration largely pertained to the site’s character-defining detailing, its materials and finishes as
well as colour palette.
For instance, in the Round Room [figure 3.15 & 3.16], wall-murals by Natacha Carlu
were found with coats of yellowed varnish from years of grime and smoke. Conservator Laszlo
Cser removed this membrane but partially, to yield a result which was closer to the original hues
of the murals, although a bit more yellow than originally seen, but used the remaining layers as a
means of protection. This contrast was illustrated after a missing section of one of these murals
was re-instated and became a new detail open to discussion (Craig, 2003: 37). Restoration of the
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site’s original colour palette was approximated from examination of the marble paneling at the
ends of the foyer (Chodikoff, 2003: 35). In connection with their paint analysis the team turned
to a line by Para Paints based on colours from the Group of Seven paintings, which were “close
to what was originally used” (Craig, 2003: 37).
It was vital for the design team to also consider some modifications to the site’s
infrastructure, to support the functionality of their vision and to comply with current safety
standards (Chodikoff, 2003; Craig, 2003). This process of “making possible a continuing or
compatible contemporary use of a historic place or an individual component through repair,
alterations, and/or missing historic features” was prescribed as rehabilitation by the Canadian
Standards and Guidelines (2003: 3). The design team’s application of this conservation practice
also followed processes known as renovation (Brooker & Stone, 2007: 24) and remodeling
(Brooker & Stone, 2007: 27); where renovation retains the original function of an interior or
detail and updates its services, while remodeling alters both aspects wholeheartedly to create new
spatial relationships and routes of circulation, and both are influenced by variables such as
changes in building code, structural and technological realities, economic restraints, and even
design or social philosophies.
Figure 3.17
(from left to right)
Detail of the Round Room’s restored fountain,
René Lalique, 1931(2003).
Note: Copyright The Carlu, 2010
Detail of Monel grille and display vitrine, Jacques
Carlu, 1931 (2003).
Note: Copyright Scott Weir, 2010.
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Renovation occurred through the design team’s treatment of outdated systems and
compromised material, especially important to address as the site was “technically advanced for
its time” (Chodikoff, 2003: 32). Changes to the original emergency, mechanical, and electrical
systems were implemented. In relation to fire safety, the original sprinklers were upgraded and
asbestos was sufficiently removed (Hoffman, 2003). A new HVAC system concealed under a
floating ceiling was integrated with new and existing stylized grilles (Chodikoff, 2003: 37).
Changes to electrical systems were also structured around a desire to decrease electrical and
heating loads (Chodikoff, 2003: 37). Incandescent lighting was predominantly switched to
fluorescent or halogen means with dimmable capabilities, except in the Round Room’s iconic
multi-ringed ceiling where the 1 100 bulbs were retained (Craig, 2003: 38). This decision
stemmed from the team’s belief that the current means of lightings available was not completely
identical in relation to intensity or colour (Chodikoff, 2003: 37).
Renovation proved most challenging with respect to a rehabilitation of the site’s unique
material composition (Craig, 2003: 37-38). For instance, the Round Room’s central fountain by
René Lalique was difficult to repair as its predominant component, black glass known as
Vitrolite, is no longer produced. ERA was able to locate as much of this material as they could
and replace any absent portions of the fountain with a heavy resilient black plastic
“indistinguishable from the black glass” (Craig, 2003: 38). Replacement of the broken opal glass
used in the site’s windows and light fixtures required a purchase of the remaining amount
available in North America. Monel metal was widely used throughout the site for its doors,
grilles, wall trims, and display cases. This material was restored by the team’s application of
similar Monel detailing pulled from other sections of the building, and in their specification of
stainless steel if the restored detail was not adjacent to any Monel ones to avoid variation
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between the different metallic lustres. Damaged flooring tiles made from Ruboleum were
substituted in favour of newly produced linoleum tiles. Fabrikoid covering many of the walls
was seen to have lost its metallic luminousity due to numerous coatings of paint and was now
considered a fire hazard. The material was removed and replaced by glossy gold wallpaper.
It was also necessary to create several new interiors in order to re-design the site as a
private events venue effectively. The design team practiced the process of remodeling to create
new offices, an area for catering, and extra washrooms (Craig, 2003; Chodikoff, 2003).
Remodeling occurred on a smaller-scale, like in the foyer, where team adapted the auditorium’s
box-office into a fully functioning bar (Craig, 2003: 37). Remodeling also transpired on much
larger scales like in the conversion of the original kitchen into a new multi-purpose event space
known as the Sky Room [figure 3.18]. Design of this new interior responded to elements of
Carlu’s aesthetics but was decidedly contemporary (Craig, 2003: 38).

Figure 3.18
(counter-clockwise from top-left)
New stainless-steel fixture,
Scott Weir, 2003.
Note: Copyright Scott Weir,
2010.
Interior view of box-office bar,
2003.
Note: Copyright The Carlu, 2010.
Interior view of Sky Room, 2003.
Note: Copyright The Carlu, 2009.
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While the project’s scope is sizeable, its timeline was confined to eight months and
achieved by numerous technicians and crew members working above and beyond the conditions
of their contracts (Chodikoff, 2003: 34-35). Despite the design team’s laborious efforts, some of
the site’s character-defining elements were not possible to factor as some were missing or in
storage indefinitely. These elements include the Round Room’s statues by Denis Gélin, the
auditorium’s doorway hoods, and most of the original furniture. As Weir stated: “[w]hen you
work on a project like this, there are certain things you know will happen but you don’t really
know what they will look like… It was really exciting” (Craig, 2003: 38).

Conclusion
Analysis of Guinness Storehouse leads to an understanding of the institution as a combination of
commercial and cultural identities. Evidence of overlap between museological parameters and
amenity-based services at Guinness Storehouse denotes a model of transactional learning. In
doing so, the institution is rendered accessible to a range of individuals – albeit for different
interests and purposes – and affords it a position of relevancy among local and international
communities. The precedent also exemplifies the use of an existing building as a means to
directly connect an operating entity with local and foreign communities, and it demonstrates an
incorporation of contemporary exhibition design to re-design interiors as experiential mediums.
These points are important to consider in the formulation of an Art Déco microtopia at
the former Ninth Floor. For instance, cultural and commercial identities are similarly adopted to
enhance Le 9e’s position within its surroundings as well as with the cultural landscape. Servicebased activities and gatherings are recognized for their abilities to increase institutional
permeability and promote transactional learning. As such, the Ninth Floor’s restaurant and
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lounging atmospheres are deliberately retained in the site’s re-design as platforms for critical
interactions. Retail and research components are also introduced to expand Le 9e’s opportunities
for inquiry and discussion. Both heritage and new interiors are to follow a narrative approach in
their design, as at Guinness Storehouse, and are deemed available for external use as a way to
attract and connect with more patrons as well as generate revenue.
70x7: The Meal demonstrates a cohesive application of objectives and practices to shape
spaces as immersive catalysts of debate. Execution of each installment supports the artist’s
mission to stimulate inquiry and activism, flexible enough to withstand any deviances or
unanticipated factors. Orta has since proposed the largest configuration of 70x7 as an outdoor
supper for 8 000 guests in London, spanning several districts to incorporate a selection of the
city’s prominent landmarks (Studio Orta, 2010). 70x7 is an important precedent to analyze as it
revealed a capacity to develop realms of micro-politics and channel operative realism through
the preeminence of the designed interior.
It is vital to acknowledge the links that 70x7 established as they pertained to the design of
Le 9e, especially in terms of its interior dimension. Orta’s recognition of prime opportunities to
merge aesthetics and function with political statement is adopted in development of Le 9e. The
microtopia’s programming is conducive to hosting co-ordinated meals inspired by 70x7, as well
as realizing more fluid instances, as in the case of daily lunch. This dynamic is seen as a crucial
component of Le 9e and its new design. It is therefore extended to other parts of the site in
varying degrees, in the provision of refreshment service to the conference rooms for example, or
by offering tasting samples to those occupying the research pavilions. Most importantly, in all of
these instances, Le 9e serves up opportunities to engage patrons with expressions of relational
art. As in the case of Orta and 70x7, these items are designed by the collective and included the
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following: (a) table settings, (b) furnishings and fixtures, (c) artwork, (d) publications, (e) staff
uniforms. As critical interfaces these items are able to operate on functional and ideological
levels simultaneously, and due to the adaptability of their design, present the collective with
responsive channels of communication.
Analysis of The Carlu proves useful in directing a re-design of the Ninth Floor for a
number of reasons. First and foremost, observation of the site’s original interior design fosters a
stronger understanding of Carlu’s language of design and its manifestation at the Ninth Floor.
This precedent provides insight on challenges faced by the design team throughout the course of
the re-design and is seen to apply to development of Le 9e as well. The team’s employment of
conservation processes, restoration and rehabilitation namely, in address of any compromised
character-defining elements helped define criteria that are espoused in the re-design of the Ninth
Floor.
A final implication is recorded in consideration of all three precedents. As projects, each
presented relevant approaches and processes by which to pilot the Ninth Floor’s re-design.
However, these precedents also reveal the significance of the nature of the commissioning force
behind a re-design project. It is ascertained that the commissioning agent, and often occupant, of
a re-design project exerted tremendous influence over the intended new use and design. In
reference to this project, it is seen as vital to design the site as well as the occupant concurrently
and modify both throughout development in order to endorse a mutually responsive relationship
between the two.
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN
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Figure 4.1
Logo for Le 9e, adapted from one of the stylized grilles in the dining hall of the former Eaton’s Ninth Floor.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.

Introduction
Co-ordination of the research and design activities described in chapter one permits an adaptive
re-activation of Eaton’s Ninth Floor, as an Art Déco microtopia known as Le 9e. Interiors are
crafted to engage patrons in realms that were as much corporeal as they ideological, in promotion
of Art Déco knowledge and conservation, where the institution’s site literally becomes a working
model of its own message by extension. For this reason, Le 9e requires a deliberate
synchronization of its causes and tectonics to arrive at an interior dimension that immerses
patrons in both obvious and covert forms of relational dialogues.
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Such articulation serves to mediate the existing dialectics of the site and those
precipitated by the actual re-design, to harness their implications in relation to the microtopia’s
agenda more precisely. As a result, the formulation of interiors at Le 9e follows an approach not
unlike experiential collage whereby space is adapted and activated to induce different intensities
of critical exchange. Ultimately, the intention is to generate a re-design of the site that supported
the microtopia’s operation and capacity to manifest its brand of operative realism. In doing so, a
new relevance is established for the Ninth Floor and its circumstances as the site assumed an
active position within the local community and broader cultural landscape once again.
The aim of this chapter is to explain Le 9e in terms of the components of its design,
particularly as an outcome that emerges in response to the key concepts extracted from the
discourse of the practicum inquiry. The microtopia is first profiled to clarify its mandate and
organizational structure as a dynamic institution and permutation of post-museum ideology.
Next, spatial programming is addressed to outline the close relationship between Le 9e’s
operations and configuration as a means to reinforce its institutional appeal and influence.
Interior formulation is subsequently discussed to touch upon the fundamentals of the
microtopia’s design language, that includes a general review of its formal parameters and its
adjustment over discrete levels of heritage value identified at the site. Three correlating
categories of interior formulation, and respective illustrations from each, are specifically
delineated to highlight the range of re-design strategies and conservation processes that
underscored Le 9e’s interior dimension. Connectivity among these categories is also commented
on as a separate section to stress the relevance of procession in experience of the new design
language as a sequence of inter-connected episodes. Lastly, several factors that affect the
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advancement of the design outcome are discussed as limitations. Conclusive reflection and
suggestions for further research are relegated to the document’s final chapter.

Institution Profile
Le 9e is instituted to raise public awareness and appreciation of Art Déco, and to additionally
participate in the conservation of Art Déco sites in Montréal. These objectives are determined as
the core of the microtopia’s cause and are seen as complementary endeavours. Targeting these
specific challenges enable Le 9e to achieve expansive degrees of reform gradually, as advocated
in revised utopian thinking (Rowe & Koetter, 1978). This point is most apparent in the
microtopia’s use and re-design of its own site, which is carried out to satisfy functional purposes
as well as emblematic ones. Not only is the Ninth Floor adapted to serve as the locus of Le 9e’s
operations, but it actively demonstrates a response to a case of transgression against an
exemplary Art Déco site. In doing so, the microtopia discloses itself as an actual paradigm of its
cause and embodies an imprint of operative realism (Bourriaud, 2002).
The original department store context of the building informs an organizational structure
for Le 9e [figure 4.2], following a recommendation to allow psychological aspects of the site to
act as stimuli in its design transformation (Brooker & Stone, 2007). The scheme chiefly
comprises of an array of departments of specialized expertise, a board of directors, a central
administration, and a dedicated network of servers and clerks. Together these constituents
sustain the operations of the microtopia and its underlying commitment to Art Déco knowledge
and conservation.
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Figure 4.2
Conceptual diagram of Le 9e’s dynamic organizational structure.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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The multi-disciplinary character of Le 9e derives from its departments and their varied
areas of specialty, a trait so germane in the progression of museums of the twenty-first century
(Marstine, 2006; Dernie, 2007). Departments are responsible for creating informative exhibits
and events, co-ordinating merchandise produced either by members themselves or external
talent, preparing independent publications from brochures to exhibition catalogues, submitting
articles to journals and magazines, participating in design competitions and off-site projects, and
maintaining Le 9e’s website and digital archive. In addition, each department routinely assesses
the site to ensure its continued functionality and conservation in relation to their disciplinary
expertise.
Pivotal in any post-museum is its emphasis on collaboration (Marstine, 2006), observable
among Le 9e’s departments in their fulfillment of responsibilities. Members work together in
teams typically, formed within one respective department or as inter-departmental ventures
depending on the nature of a project. Collaborations also occur externally as members maintain
pertinent associations with governmental agencies, councils and societies, businesses and trades,
outlets of the media, and other public institutions. These connections afford Le 9e with greater
opportunities to take part in legislation over matters of interest, acquire items for permanent or
temporary collections, employ skilled workers and artisans as required, manage a recognized
presence in the media and on the World Wide Web, and even secure extra sources of funding.
Similarly, external collaborations happen on a smaller scale as each department managed its own
base of clients for private commissions.
Curatorial leadership is entrusted to a board of directors, a cohesive unit comprised of
representatives from each department which governed the overall direction of Le 9e. At the
discretion of the board of directors, departments are created or dissolved to enhance the
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responsiveness of the microtopia. This flexibility permits adjustments in both content and
activities to address popular topics or pressing concerns as they emerged. Such fluidity also
accounts for shifting perspectives among departments due to the transitory nature of their
composition and collaboration. The dynamism of this organizational structure allows Le 9e to
tailor its focus as desired, which is necessary to observe since the appreciation and framing of
knowledge are known to change over time (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992).
Lastly, dedicated networks of servers and clerks are provisioned to handle the
microtopia’s food and beverage services, gallery transactions, and interior set-up. As dynamic
liaisons between Le 9e and its patrons, these individuals are esteemed for their ability to share
information and answer questions in performance of their duties. Members from each
department often participate in these roles as opportunities to interact with patrons directly.
Contact between department members and patrons also transpire more implicitly while
occupying the microtopia’s public interiors. This component of the organizational structure
minimizes hierarchical separations within the microtopia, by avoiding the naturalization of its
knowledge and the roles of its staff, and place greater emphasis a spectrum of opinions instead of
enforcing one authoritative point of view. In this manner, Le 9e adheres to the post-museum
directive to reconcile traditional museological disparities between an institution and its visitors
(Marstine, 2006).
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Spatial Programming
Interior experience is seen as the microtopia’s leading means to engage patrons in different
calibers of ideation and discussion. Le 9e is thus programmed to accommodate convivial
formats of congregation in promotion of critical interactions, those expected to arise as
individuals engage with their surroundings and with each other. These kinds of encounters are
most overt during planned events like a lecture or seminar for instance, a fashion show, or even a
grand exposition. Critical exchanges also transpire more liberally as chatter between friends or
strangers, say while enjoying lunch or tea service, browsing displays and merchandise,
consulting the digital archive on a particular topic, or bidding in online auctions. In this fashion,
Le 9e espouses a post-museum’s requisite to function as both a social and analytical epicenter
(Marstine, 2006). A detailed list of interiors at the microtopia, and their main elements, is
included along with the appendices of the document [appendix B].
As the volume and frequency of exchanges increases so does the resonance of Le 9e
exponentially. Since the 1980s, institutions have rented their interiors for private and corporate
affairs to augment their position in the cultural landscape (Staniszewski, 2002). Select interiors
at Le 9e are reserved for such purposes since they already possess the necessary space and
infrastructure in their programming. Similar to Guinness Storehouse and The Carlu, the
microtopia advertises itself as a unique venue for events ranging from galas and weddings to
private luncheons and corporate meetings. This practice is seen as an especially lucrative tactic
for two reasons: not only does it serve to generate extra revenue for the institution, but it also
exposes more individuals to the content and framework of Le 9e in a seemingly incidental
manner.
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It is necessary to amend the current organization of Complêxe Les Ailes to connect the
site with its surroundings once again [figure 4.3]. The revision introduces a concept of access
and interior presence that recalls the original Eaton’s model to promote a closer relationship
between the operations of the site and building, but with some adjustments to suit the realities of
the present environment more successfully. Notably, the microtopia is granted use of the entire
ninth floor as its nexus of operations, in assertion of its status as a morally entitled tenant
(Chung, 2009). Private workplaces on this level that are neither connected to the history nor
longevity of the Ninth Floor are located to viable locations elsewhere.
Originally, the main point of access to the site was by way of elevators that serviced the
entire building when it was a department store. As a consequence of the re-development project
in 2002, these elevators were secluded from the public to serve the corporate tenants on the other
eight levels of the building. Instead, the recent atrium is designated as Le 9e’s primary conduit
of access, based on its prominent location and potential to offer an exciting transition. The
ground-floor promenade, also a later creation, is similarly reserved for the microtopia as
exhibition space where public visibility was much higher. These decisions serve to diminish the
private invasion of areas of the building that are fundamentally intended for public occupancy, in
keeping with the initial concept of Lemay Associés.
Modifications to Complêxe Les Ailes equally involve tactics that may seem innocuous but
are nonetheless pervasive in their magnitude. Advertorial signage and broadcasts over the all
levels reflect this strategy. An offshoot of the microtopia, in the form of a café, is also
established as part of the building’s food-court at the basement level. Cafés and other similar
entities were commonly involved in the operations of the T. Eaton & Co. Limited enterprise as
smaller branches of its reputable dining facilities (Anderson & Mallinson, 2004). While serving
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refreshments and packaged-meals for those on the go, the café simultaneously exports aspects of
Le 9e’s content and framework throughout the city. By way of its objects, which are in effect
interfaces of relational art (Bourriaud, 2002), the café propagates the microtopia’s influence
through an outward conveyance of stimuli designed to provoke moments of ideation and
discussion off-site.
Amenities are integral to Le 9e’s programming on the whole, as they render the
institution more permeable and responsive to the public through the dynamism of their setup.
The site’s intrinsic overlap of dining and retail atmospheres is especially conducive to this
intention, since a museum’s restaurant and gift shop are considered its most magnetic features
these days (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992; Dernie, 2007). Both identities are capitalized to attract
higher numbers of patrons to the site and market the microtopia as an enticing destination. The
commercial typologies of these facets also present inventive opportunities to frame knowledge
and facilitate learning situations that are highly sensorial and interactive. Elements of exhibition
are merged with those of dining and retail directly, rather than constrained to separate areas of
the site as per conventional standards. This amalgamation reflects an increasingly pervasive
trend among museums to blur the boundaries of education and entertainment in their
programming (Poynor, 2005), and it also complements a shift among the more innovative
institutions to favour pedagogies which were more transactional (Gurian, 2005).
Preliminary demolition is required to integrate the programming of Le 9e with the spatial
realities of the site proper. Changes to infrastructure are necessary to support the functional
components of the microtopia and to comply with current building codes. Mechanical, electrical,
and data systems are upgraded to ensure an interior quality that is efficient and safe. This issue
is easy to address in areas that contain few original features, however more industrious efforts
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are needed to improve systems in the surviving Art Déco interiors. In case of the latter, ceilings
are carefully disassembled to allow for system upgrades, and then re-built in their intended form
so as not to sacrifice original interior composition – a procedure followed at The Carlu
(Chodikoff, 2003). It is also during this activity when existing overhead sprinklers, a celebrated
component of the original interior design (Carlu, 1931; Chodikoff, 2003), are dismantled to
accommodate a new mineral-based system that is non-corrosive and more effective in delivery.
While the look of the new sprinklers is decidedly contemporary, performance and innovation
parallels the initial effect of the original ones comparably. An overhaul of the existing plumbing
system is also required, since the original one is unfit and inadequate (Hustak, 2008). Mandatory
retrofits of the site’s pipes and related fixtures even provide additional latitude to better
accommodate the new programming and barrier-free criteria.
Since Le 9e concentrates on promoting transactional exchanges within its interiors, it is
essential to acknowledge the relevance of critical art in the activation of space. Critical art
makes it possible to evolve interiors as catalytic environments, where the capacity to affect
patrons through art-politic interplay occurs in even the most rudimentary instances (Irwin, 1996;
Bishop, 2005; Rancière, 2006). To cultivate a sense of dialogue that is both immersive and
critical, it is necessary to filter the site’s interior dimension conscientiously as a type of
architectural re-reading (Brooker & Stone, 2004). Groupings of dialectics are classified as layers
in terms of their contextual and formal implications on the microtopia’s interior design.
Remnants of the Ninth Floor concept and design are privileged as testaments to the
zeitgeist of the original entity and its era. These elements illustrate universal characteristics of
Art Déco most explicitly, but also demonstrate a sensibility that is specific to the site. Attention
to this layer is pivotal as a source of information that inspires the parameters of Le 9e’s design
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language. However certain alterations to these interiors, carried out in 1981, are seen to buttress
prior business ventures and design trends of that period. While these changes are generally
respectful of the site’s longevity, they do not accurately correspond with the mandate of the
microtopia. Such cases are treated as major points to modify and introduce elements as part of a
new integrity that conveys the doctrine of Le 9e more cohesively. Similar possibilities are also
found in wake of the re-development activities of 2002, which left many of the site’s original
interiors seriously damaged or destroyed altogether. The activities of 2002 were particularly
virulent as evidence of a lack of respect for Art Déco and its conservation, and visibly conflict
with the site’s classification as a historic monument (Cohen-Rose, 2002). Traces of this outcome
are retained for their ability to substantiate the exigency of the microtopia and its mandate.
The main architectural cues of the site, as obtained from its analysis, assist in a
development of new interior zoning and result in six inter-reliant activity zones [figure 4.4].
This decision reflects a regard for the site as a guidebook, where the advancement of its redesign relies upon an understanding and address of its intrinsic features to ensure a responsive
outcome (Brooker & Stone, 2007). The Sainte-Catherine Street façade plays an important role in
determining a new configuration for the site as it had in the original planning. From the
punctuation of this façade, a centralized axis is extrapolated to anchor the new activity zones in a
linear and symmetrical manner. Le 9e’s most substantial interiors are situated along this axis in
series, while those less prominent are relegated to peripheral areas, as apparent in the site and in
the history of ocean liner design (Dawson, 2006). The steel-columns of the floor-pate are also
influential markers, whereby their grid formation assists in determining the shapes and areas of
the new zones and interiors.
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In keeping with the basis of the original footprint, the two outermost sequences of
structural bays are zoned for auxiliary purposes which included meeting rooms, washroom
cabins and grooming stations, technical areas, and storage. These bays also account for
circulation at the site in the form of corridors, stairwells, and elevator shafts. Corridors are
especially important pathways that provide access to public and private interiors, serve as routes
of emergency egress, and feature nodes for temporary congregation like telephone alcoves and
display windows. For this reason the original corridors of are extended through the gutted
portion of the site to perform identical duties.
The original bay of elevators, the site’s former source of primary access, is maintained in
its restricted capacity as a source of secondary access. These elevators are anticipated for use by
those working in the offices below and subscribing patrons who regularly frequent the
microtopia’s restaurant during their lunch-break. At other intervals in the day, these elevators
are used by a team of servers wielding mobile carts to offer light refreshments for purchase to the
occupants below. A smaller elevator nearest to the new kitchen is retained for use by Le 9e’s
staff, since it is close to their lounge and locker-room, and is also intended for use by technicians
visiting the site on matters of business. Larger groups of technicians, as well as the deliveries of
any goods or equipment, are accommodated by two large elevators which previously serviced the
Ninth Floor’s kitchen and bakery. In each of these cases of access, the interiors of the existing
elevators are re-designed in Le 9e’s new design language. The elevators are appreciated for their
ability to transport people to and from the site, and literally convey aspects of the microtopia’s
content and framework to other levels of the building. In this manner, Le 9e’s elevators act as
platforms for critical encounters comparable with the early relational art projects of Lucy Orta
(Damianovic, 2003; Studio Orta, 2010).
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Interior Formulation
As stated earlier, the microtopia endorses its agenda through an interior dimension that stressed
the dialectics of its site. For this reason, the formulation of Le 9e’s interiors is relative to
functional and formal criteria as well as political inferences. Re-design of the site is guided by
an approach of bricolage (Rowe & Koetter, 1978), in order to create environments that are
transactional and capable of inducing personal and shared moments of critical exchange. Interior
design is therefore practiced as a means to forge dynamic interchanges between the site and the
microtopia with respect to policies, content, framework, and occupants [figure 4.6]. A new
design layer is integrated to bolster this effect and draws special attention to aspects of the site’s
original design, denigration, and improved resolution. An interior language inevitably emerges
that is responsive to the site and emblematic of the microtopia [figure 4.7].
Parameters for new structural and spatial arrangements, for instance, are very much
associated with those used in the original interiors. Whether original or entirely new, creation of
interior spaces at Le 9e relies upon principles of steel-framing construction in their assembly.
Public interiors are overtly geometric in their volume, with considerable interplay between
angular and curved components, and employ bi-axial orders to regulate points of access,
prominent views, and placements of fixtures and furnishings. Contemporary forms are inspired
by recurring geometries and accents of the original Art Déco interiors. These decisions serve to
refine the aesthetics of the new language and stimulate moments of movement and pause in an
equivalent manner. Such motifs are most prominent on wall and floor planes, in keeping with
findings from the site analysis, and are directionally oriented to amplify these effects.
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Figure 4.6
Collage exploring ideas for dynamic interchange in the gutted portion of the site.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.

Figure 4.7
Three-dimensional translation of bricolage in the design of the gutted portion of the site.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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New interior materials and finishes are selected for their performance and connotations
[appendix C]. Specification parallels Carlu’s juxtaposition of classic and modern products
(Carlu, 1931), as well as Lady Eaton’s preference for efficacy and charm (Anderson &
Mallinson, 2004). Materials chosen to treat compromised original features are expanded in their
application, where they become the primary ingredients of completely new interiors. Prime
examples of materials from the new palette used in this manner include a chrome-vanadium
stainless-steel alloy, rubber flooring tiles, PVC-free faux-leather wall and furnishing upholstery,
and both types of 3Form and borosilicate glazing. A couple of original materials are also
sourced for their previously intended uses, such as wool carpeting for area-rugs, or for adapted
ones like the black Belgium marble which is now incorporated into the design of new clerkcounters and display surfaces. Ultimately, a responsive palette emerges that is as practical as it is
luxurious [figure 4.8].

Figure 4.8
Material palette of practical
luxury.
Note: Copyright James
McCallan-Malamatenios,
2010.
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In reference to colour, the original scheme is revived but with some adjustment to
highlight particular elements and confirm its overall revision. Chromatic restraint is deliberately
exaggerated to recall the subdued character of the initial scheme that reflected a significant
transition in the evolution of Art Déco, when the bold hues of the 1920s surrendered to paler
ones of the 1930s in light of the Great Depression. Drawing upon the original scheme, which
concentrated on a dominance of “soft pink” and “mouse grey” (Carlu, 1931), warm greys and
neutrals are pulled from one of its menu covers in 1934. This decision serves to establish a
scheme that is indeed responsive, but mitigates differences between the pinks of the escalette
brèche marble and those of the Ruboleum flooring, the latter of which now appears more orange
in colour due to decades of ultra-violet fading [figure 4.9]. Metallic accents of tungsten and
champagne are also introduced as contemporary derivatives of the original silver and gold ones.

Figure 4.9
Comparison between the pink of the faded Ruboleum tiles and that of the original menu and marble.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Illumination continues to rely upon indirect distribution and favours artificial sources
over natural ones. Daylight, if present, is filtered through translucent finishes or fabrics to ensure
control and consistency. Interior luminousity is further enhanced by a specification of materials
and finishes with reflective properties. Rather than attempt a replication of the site’s original
lighting conditions, a feat proven impossible during construction of The Carlu (Chodikoff,
2003), an unquestionably new ambience is generated through OLED technology but remains
responsive. This contemporary technology is seen as a counterpart to the site’s incandescent
lighting in terms of its effects and innovation.
In application of Le 9e’s language, new spatial integrities materialize in accordance with
the fundamentals of responsive interiors (Brooker & Stone, 2004; Brooker & Stone, 2007). Such
relationships serve to reinforce a positive affiliation between the site and the microtopia, by
consciously demonstrating an outcome that is sensitive and symbiotic. The interior dimension of
Le 9e responds to the form and context of its site to strengthen pertinent micro-political
immediacies. Accordingly, the formulation of interiors is manipulated in consideration of
heritage value and re-design strategy [figure 4.10]. Since three levels of heritage value are
identified at the site, determined from the presence and lack of character-defining elements
(Parks Canada, 2003), different re-design strategies are implemented relative to the suitability of
their implications (Brooker & Stone, 2007). Selection of these strategies is based on an
understanding of their respective subtext, relationship with existing infrastructure, extent of
functional and formal modifications, and future reversibility. In order to realize interiors along
these responsive lines, it is also necessary to draw upon the prescribed routes of architectural
conservation (Parks Canada, 2003; Brooker & Stone, 2007).
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It is important to consider these categories as inter-connected stages in the evolution of a
responsive design language at Le 9e, where prominent characteristics of the Art Déco interiors
are distilled and expanded for application throughout the site. Reliance on contemporized design
translations increases as the presence of original character-defining elements diminishes.
Inevitably, this process leads to a refined set of formal parameters that can be used by the
microtopia to compose and brand interior space in various locations and contexts as desired.

Category One
The first category of interior formulation at Le 9e encompasses areas of the site where Art Déco
composition is relatively in-tact, and thus concentrates on a re-design of existing interiors that
possess a significant level of heritage value. Character-defining elements associated with this
category typically include structural components, spatial configuration, distinctive forms, interior
materials and finishes, and special features in the form of furnishings, fixtures, and artwork.
Interiors are re-designed through a strategy of installation (Brooker & Stone, 2007), a strategy
that is deemed appropriate when working with a historic site due to its minimally invasive
methodology. Original and contemporary design elements of installed interiors engage
diametrically, yet exist independently, making it possible to reverse the outcome if desired. It is
necessary to treat the historic composition of these interiors for any damage and introduce new
design features predominantly as objects, so that it is possible to celebrate their characteristic
elements and satisfy required efficiencies and safety standards. For this reason, installation
occurs by way of restoration and renovation (Parks Canada, 2003; Brooker & Stone, 2007).
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A fine example of a category one interior is Le 9e’s dining hall [figure 4.11], where its
re-design allows for operation in the spirit of the original but with a revised twist to suit the new
presiding institution. Primary occupants include local patrons, tourists, department members,
off-duty staff, and the interior’s dedicated network of servers. Daily lunch is enjoyed amid an
atmosphere of affordable luxury, whether as leisure pursuit or as part of an informal meeting
among colleagues. Tea is served in the nave during off-peak hours, and this permits guided
individuals or groups to circumambulate in the side-aisles and absorb the entire scene as a living
exhibit. It is also common for this interior to feature special lectures, musical performances, and
fashion shows as part of its daytime operations or as independent evening events. Interfaces of
relational art are widely integrated throughout the dining hall such as its menus, table settings,
server uniforms, and the food itself. Since the design and arrangement of these items are easy to
change, the dining hall serves as an ideal place for the microtopia to host co-ordinated meals
similar to Lucy Orta’s critical art series, in a range of scales and formats. By the same token, this
interior lends itself out well for private affairs and is aptly leased.
As a category one interior, the dining hall’s existing structural components are retained
due to their feasibility and kept concealed – as intended – so as not to detract from reading the
nuances of the interior composition. Original volumes, axes, and views are re-instated and even
heightened in their expression to galvanize the dining hall’s initial configuration. For instance,
the buffet enclosure added in 1981 is removed to restore the room to its original size and
formation. A concert piano is introduced in its place for functional purposes and to serve as a
preliminary visual marker, as in 1931, where the attention of entering patrons is directed from
the doorway toward the ends of the central nave. Superiority of the dining hall’s longitudinal
axis and binary focal points are once again enhanced by sharp chromatic accentuation of the
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clerestory detailing, which was previously whitewashed, and now include demarcation along the
ceiling to secure this statement. Support for a responsive configuration also comes from a new
seating layout that adopts cues from the original one, but does not actually replicate it, to reflect
the interior’s new incarnation and comply with current occupancy and clearance codes.
Art Déco geometries and formal rhythms are treated with attention, like the stylized
grilles designed by Carlu which are restored to their metallic finish by eliminating coats of added
paint. Any damaged original materials, or those introduced as later substitutions, are replaced by
ones that sustain the original aesthetics but reflect a contemporary dialogue. For example, the
dining hall initially boasted horizontal bands of Fabrikoid on its walls, but the wall-treatment
was replaced by grids of vinyl tiles in 1981. This alteration was made to meet safety standards
due to the flammability of the Fabrikoid, but was also devised to dilute the lateral momentum of
the side-aisles and instead focus attention to the new central buffet. The vinyl wall-treatment is
changed in favour of PVC-free faux-leather upholstery that is horizontally banded to recapture
the intended interior rhythm. Missing ornamental trims of Monel metal are replaced with ones
identical in form but fashioned in a chrome-vanadium stainless-steel alloy. The shinier luster of
this alloy makes it possible to distinguish it from the original metalwork without disrupting
characteristic punctuations or material integrity. With respect to the compromised flooring of the
dining hall, damaged Ruboleum tiles and linoleum substitutions are replaced by rubber tiles that
match the intended colours. The aim here is to restore the visual arrangement of the flooring as
seamlessly as possible, in terms of its geometric patterns, and allow for differentiation between
original and new tiles through tactile divergences. Lastly, milk-based paint is applied to the
interior’s painted surfaces to quash the oranges and greens of the 1980’s scheme in favour of
more responsive hues.
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Many original furnishings and fixtures found in category one interiors are repaired for
continued use, albeit with modifications, and new ones are also introduced as needed. This
procedure is similarly applied to any surviving pieces of artwork. In reference to the dining hall,
features like the water fountains and the murals are restored in a manner similar to The Carlu
(Chodikoff, 2003). Original chairs are retained for use in the nave and new responsive ones are
introduced in the side-aisles. This decision grants occupants some opportunity to make contact
with the interior’s most personal element, its original seating, but still archives an amount to
ensure their survival. Chairs in service are treated in relation to their satinwood frames, stripped
of their vinyl components added in 1981, and re-upholstered with the same PVC-free fauxleather as on the walls to indicate a connection between these surfaces – as per the initial interior
design. Original serving stations are also kept to store fresh flatware, utensils, serviettes, water
jugs, and now house contemporary items such as mobile electronic payment units. New serving
hutches are introduced in lieu of their missing ancestors, to provide extra storage and feature
sculptural works designed by members of Le 9e’s departments.
New tables [figure 4.12], either square or circular in form, are designed as items of great
significance with respect to their functionality and construction. Round tables, in particular, can
be connected via rectangular covers to serve larger parties of patrons. Tables are adorned with
settings that express critical dialogue to patrons through their forms and materiality. A default
collection is provisioned to include polished concrete flatware, stainless-steel utensils, and
borosilicate glass stemware that evoke a sense of the building’s tectonics as well as their
revision. The surface of each dining table comprises of two clear panels of 3Form that sandwich
a thin graphic film, similar in purpose to Orta’s tablecloths, that showcases images and
information and can be changed as required.
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The dining hall’s original frosted sconces are retained as sources of illumination.
Rewired with OLED technology, these fixtures promote a new lighting quality and are also
purposed as part of the interior’s emergency egress system by guiding occupants to its main
points of egress through co-ordinated pulses. The alabaster urn light-fixtures, not actually
original to the interior’s design, are replaced with contemporary distillations that respond to the
form and function of the initial ones from 1931. The new fixtures [figure 4.13] still retain the
luminous function of their predecessors, but re-instate the linear detailing of the original ones to
enhance the interior’s end platforms as its intended focal points. Thin metallic tracks are built
into the ceiling during its re-construction, flanking its central recess, to emphasize the
longitudinal axis of the nave and can descend as required to service a processional route with
additional lighting. The dining hall’s original audio system is outfitted for use once again in
support of ambience, live events, and security announcements. Ventilation openings added
during the 1981 renovation, which were perceivably obstructive, are eliminated since upgrades to
the mechanical system equip the original format with the necessary efficiency.
Most notable among the new elements of the dining hall is the installation of stair and
ramp fixtures [figure 4.14 & 4.15] to treat the steps of the interior’s raised portions. The
configuration of these areas did not satisfy current standards of safety and barrier-free access.
Metal handrails had been added along the center of each set of steps in 1981, but this precluded
the possibility of central passage and failed to accommodate wheelchairs or trolleys. New
handrails are introduced to amend the steps of the nave and aligned with the linear detailing of
the mural and fountain compositions. These fixtures feature lightly textured 3Form treads that
provide adequate traction and demarcation. Design of the stair-fixtures is expanded to create
ramp equivalents that are relegated to the steps of the side-aisles.
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Category Two
Areas of the site that contain a minimal level of heritage value are re-designed along the lines of
a second category of interior formulation. Such areas include those which have been damaged or
converted as workplaces during the re-development activities of 2002. The presence of
character-defining elements is indeed limited in this category, but it is still possible to develop
interior space in application of the parameters of the site’s Art Déco language, especially with
respect to structure, spatial configuration, and materials. Category two interiors emerge through
a strategy of intervention (Brooker & Stone, 2007), a strategy often practiced in the design of
museums as a way to display exhibits and architectural framework simultaneously. Original and
new elements are designed to engage quite literally in these types of interiors, and as a
consequence, are not usually reversible since their development employs constructive as well as
destructive procedures. In relation to Le 9e’s interior dimension, intervention is regarded as a
viable strategy that makes the most out of the site’s prior destruction. It is necessary to rely on
conservation processes of preservation and remodeling (Parks Canada, 2003; Brooker & Stone,
2007), to maintain this portion of the site and its circumstances as evidence yet equally
customize its usage for the microtopia.
Responsive interiors formulated through intervention are observable in the design of Le
9e’s retail-galleries [figure 4.16]. These highly permeable spaces cater to the public and the
microtopia alike, and are overseen by a roster of dedicated clerks. Retail-galleries function as
platforms for departments to showcase groupings of displays and merchandise that change in
tandem with new exhibitions and projects. In keeping with Le 9e’s hybridization of cultural and
commercial identities, the clerk-counters of these interiors are equipped to handle sales
transactions as well as queries of an educational nature. Interfaces of relational art within Le
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9e’s retail-galleries include these points of contact, display windows and surfaces, and the
objects exhibited themselves. Though these interiors are not exactly leased for private affairs,
they do possess a degree of rental potential based on agreements to feature items produced by
external talent, pending the necessary approval of the microtopia’s board of directors.
Category two interiors are shaped as either enclosed or open interiors which rely on a
new system of scaffolding and cladding, but still respond to the original structure of the ninth
floor. The decision to expose structural components in this portion of the site is deliberate, as a
means to divulge certain design relationships between the site and its Art Déco interiors. The
original steel-columns, for example, are treated with the same kind of fire-retardant paint used at
Guinness Storehouse and fitted with tubular lighting. The column light-fixtures not only serve as
a means of interior illumination, but draw attention toward the grid of structural bays as
determinants of spatial orders and volumes. Interiors are observed to expand in one direction of
the grid but be sharply defined in another, particularly apparent in the boundaries of the retailgalleries. The sharp consistency of the height of these particular fixtures also establishes a visual
datum that marks the original ceiling plane in these areas.
The responsiveness of the new configuration also plays upon symmetries and axes to
distinguish important views, points of access, and furnishing placements. This aspect is easy to
perceive in the alignment of display windows and clerk-counters at either end of each retailgallery, where the intention is to mark these focal points independently and as parts of a larger
association. A view is shared between retail-galleries and the adjacent pavilions to showcase
their activities and occupants. This feature contributes toward a sense of post-museum
transparency in terms of its operations, encouraging patrons to make use of available digital
research-tables for quick reference, investigate topics of interest, or conduct academic research.
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The building’s steel-frame construction and concrete in-fill slabs are preserved alongside
traces of original interior finishes, like surviving tile-work on the walls of the public washrooms,
and are kept visible as material expressions. In keeping with a strategy of intervention, new
materials are also integrated in the design of category two interiors and specified for their
performance in equivalence to those of the original language. The retail-galleries, for instance,
are shaped by a system of stainless-steel framing and cork-tile cladding which speak to the steelframe construction and acoustic-membranes of the heritage interiors. An extremely durable and
lightweight variety of 3Form structural sheeting is also incorporated into this interior system for
stability, glazing, and ceiling planes. While this material is not actually part of the site’s Art
Déco interiors, its application reflects a contemporary translation of the penchant for practical
innovation shared by Carlu and Lady Eaton.
Distinctive forms are appropriated from the Ninth Floor’s brand of Art Déco and reinterpreted around corresponding rhythms and punctuations, to similarly define moments of
focus and movement within these interiors. These effects are most obvious in emphasized
linearities and interplay between angular and rounded shapes, like the walls of the display
windows and clerk areas or even the display tables themselves. Design for partially enclosed
interiors in category two requires the construction of flooring planes laid over the concrete-slab
directly and consist of the same rubber tiles used in several category one interiors. Flooring
treatments are geometrically oriented as indicators of circulation and views, in a manner
responsive to the tactics of the original language.
Due to the damage of this portion of the site, and the magnitude of the intervention, the
need to introduce furnishings and fixtures is imperative. This matter is apparent in the design of
the retail-galleries, which includes a combination of fixed and mobile items. Interior perimeters
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of the retail-galleries are lined by taller units, whose proportions are identical to those of the
original corridor walls and fulfill operational purposes as well. Storage cabinets at the base of
these units provide ample space for supplies, display equipment, and extra merchandise. In the
space above, supports are intended for attachment to accommodate items that require shelving,
hanging, or other kinds of fastening. Essentially, a design template for these units is established
in terms of materials and connection points, and the actual formation of the supports is designed
in relation to the nature of each retail-gallery. Free-standing units are also provisioned as display
surfaces, in the form of standard-height podiums and lower plinths for mannequins and larger
objects. These units adopt the tectonics of the dining hall’s new tables to provide the same
flexibility in their arrangement. Courtesy
benches, similar in design to those by Nika
Zupanc, are placed opposite the display
windows to provide causal seating for those
in need of a temporary pause, perhaps to
converse with a friend or to appreciate a view
of the adjacent exhibit more comfortably.
The overlap of visual transparencies along the
interior’s central axis, as achieved through
reflections of the glazing of the display
window, creates a sense of dynamic collage
quite cubist in aesthetic and translates as a
contemporary interpretation of the dining
hall’s stylized murals.

Figure 4.17
Photograph of display window interplay, 2008.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios,
2010.
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Illumination for category two interiors upholds the parameters of the original heritage
interiors by favouring indirect distribution and artificial sources. Inclusion of daylight depends
on an interior’s precise location, where the main sources are in the peripheral bays of the floorplate and nearest the central atrium. Entirely new fixtures are introduced to accommodate
interior well-being and safety, and similar to the treatments in the heritage interiors, OLED
technology is adopted to sustain the new quality of light. In the case of the retail-galleries,
illumination predominantly occurs from the circular recesses of their ceilings in a manner similar
to the side-aisles of the dining hall. Accent lighting comes from the tall units along the interior’s
perimeter, behind the clear-counter, and the display window itself.

Category Three
A final category of interior formulation addresses areas of the site that no longer contain any
heritage value, especially in relation to the original interior concept of 1931. These areas are
without their initial character-defining elements as a consequence of alterations to the building
throughout its lifecycle, and are in essence voids that include the elevator shafts and abyss of the
recent atrium. Creation of interiors in these vicinities that are responsive and capable of
supporting themselves more independently requires a re-design strategy of insertion (Brooker &
Stone, 2007). An insertion introduces an enveloping membrane to contain space quite like an
object of its own accord, and in doing so, reciprocates with its surroundings via placement and
evocation. Engagement between original and new design elements does not necessarily require
physical connections but does occur metaphorically, and for this reason, the reversibility of these
types of interiors is chiefly determined by the extent of their re-design modifications. In relation
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to category three, new interiors and uses are inserted into the cavities of the site through the
conservation process of remodeling (Parks Canada, 2003; Brooker & Stone, 2007).
Le 9e’s principal lobby illustrates a re-design through insertion [figure 4.18], where an
entirely new interior is created in a responsive manner and largely self-sufficient in design. The
lobby is envisioned as the main point of access to the site and operates as both a major pathway
and node. This interior is habitually occupied by the public and a dedicated welcoming staff, and
includes the traffic of department members or staff en route to the exhibition promenade or café
below. Usage centers on short-term assembly, usually by those awaiting their companions or
meetings with department members. Hence the lobby also effectively functions as a point of
departure for guided tours of the microtopia, local Art Déco sites, and organized heritage
protests. There is a certain appeal to the vantage and design of this interior, a space moderately
intimate in size yet monumental in distinction with striking views and display vitrines. Le 9e’s
lobby is popular to rent for private events as a memorable location, to host a vernissage for
instance, and is quite useful as an adjoining lounge to grander events within the central string of
pavilions and network of corridor- and retail-galleries.
Category three interiors require an introduction of new structural components to support
their volumes. In the case of the lobby, steel-joists are added to span the gap of the atrium and
secure the new interior at its base. Configuration of the joists aligns with trajectories of the
original structural grid, those which sharply define interior areas, and reflect this information in
the actual boundaries of the interior. Symbolism is also possible to decipher from an adjacent
location outside the interior of the insertion, whereby the joists allude to the original continuity
of the floor-plate and serve as literal connections that link the new interior with the heritage
fabric of the site.
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In all category three interiors, the interior system of category two is used to create freestanding enclosures and follows the same techniques to govern layout, movement, and views.
This aspect is most apparent along the longitudinal axis of the lobby, which notably coincides
with the centralized axis of the site, where key points of access and visual intrigue are anchored
in series to express the significance of their order and alignment. Prominent views along this
axis enhance the interior’s functionality, as with the clear sighting of the main reception hub, or
the dramatic perspective toward the department studios that can accommodate processional
events. Views additionally frame ongoing activities at the microtopia as real-time exhibits
loaded with relational art potential, most evident in the lobby’s lookout which showcases the
kitchen’s high standards of efficiency and sanitation, or to survey patrons via the windows of the
elevator passage. The latter view, in particular, follows the approach taken between the retailand research-galleries to mold transparencies and reflections as neo-cubist artwork.
Inserted interiors at Le 9e adopt the forms and materials used in its intervened ones, and
therefore employ similar articulations and emphases. The metallic components of the wall
planes are kept visible to accent linear rhythms, for example, and cork-tile cladding was similarly
featured in two varieties – one relatively homogenous in pattern like the painted surfaces of the
heritage interiors, another more erratic in emulation of the original escalette brèche marble. The
same high-performance variety of 3Form is incorporated to form interior ceiling planes. What
particularly distinguishes the interiors of category three from those of category two was the
treatment of their flooring, where the intention was to construct a base for the interior instead of
merely applying a finish to an existing one. For example, the principal lobby’s flooring directly
assimilates the steel-joists as part of its composition and seals the open spaces with bricks of
translucent concrete. In doing so, the flooring of the lobby expresses an orientation which
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encourages movement similar to that of the original corridors, but equally alludes to the site’s
steel-framing and concrete in-fill in an adapted sense.
It is vital to plan for new furnishings and fixtures to effectively prepare the interiors of
category three for their intended uses. As seen in the lobby, a general reception-counter is
necessary to accommodate general queries and wayfinding. Design of this counter, as with all of
Le 9e’s clerk-counters, is inspired by the form of the dining hall’s original hostess stand and
features well-contrasted identification. Mobile digital-display units, common throughout the
site, are located opposite each of the lobby’s elevators as focal points with function. Composed
of the chrome-vanadium stainless-steel alloy and 3Form sheeting, these items incorporate touchscreen technology to transmit visual content for purposes of exhibition, advertising, and
wayfinding. Display also occurs through vitrines which are similar in composition to the ones of
the corridor-galleries, which in turn were fashioned in adaptation of the dining hall’s serverstations. Each vitrine features an appropriation of the dining hall’s stylized grilles to conceal
speakers that perform as the interior’s audio component, but also establish a formal rhythm
similar to that of the side-aisles.
New furnishings are also anticipated in the form of the same pieces that respond to those
of the original foyer. Faux-leather upholstered seating and wool areas rugs are introduced,
alongside contemporary interpretations of the foyer’s original tables, and imbue the lobby with a
comparable degree of flexibility, durability, and aesthetic. New side-table versions are also
designed nearer to the interior’s elevators as convenient surfaces to position floral arrangements,
objects, or rest drinks depending on the interior’s use. Drapery panels are added to both focal
ends to block incoming exterior light and isolate the space when desired. As in the foyer, the
drapery panels capture the linear treatment of the walls to sustain the horizontality and
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movement of the space. The linear detailing is actually formed from condensed arrangements of
text and graphics, and thus the drapery panels became relational art interfaces in expansion of
Lucy Orta’s dinner-plates.
As ordained by the lighting intentions of the new design language, interior illumination in
category three is generally achieved through indirect artificial sources, but does include traces of
daylight from certain areas of passage and glazing. In the case of the lobby, cove lighting is
employed in the recesses of its ceiling to stimulate circulation in a manner similar to the original
corridors. Light-fixtures at the interior’s outer corners, inspired by the treatment of those in the
private dining rooms, ensured a continuation of this horizontal momentum while equally drawing
vertical focus. The elevator-portals are outfitted with consoles and indicators designed as
entirely new creations. The elevator passage is particularly important in relation to the lobby’s
illumination, mixing daylight from the glazed roof with artificial sources located within the
passage and transparent elevator cabins, and instates a type of filtering that speaks to the spirit of
the dining hall’s clerestory. Lastly, the translucent concrete-bricks of the interior’s flooring
channel an even glow and present opportunities for interesting effects in relation to events.
Mirrors and reflective finishes enhance the total luminousity of the interior.

Category Connectivity
Ultimately, the main objective of category one is to showcase the vestiges of the Ninth Floor and
its Art Déco language alongside the microtopia’s contemporary elements, emphasize the
relevance of their correlation, and garner appreciation for each. Re-design of these interiors
serves as a useful point of departure in the formulation of Le 9e’s interior dimension, where it is
possible to observe and clarify the fundamentals of the original Art Déco language and develop
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immediate design responses that can be extended in the treatment of the remainder of the site.
The new urn light-fixtures, for example, set a template for the treatment of other original lightfixtures and the creation of new ones. The design of new dining tables equally establishes a
tectonic relationship for the construction of interior shells. Lastly, while the new stairway
railings and ramps do not appear in other areas of the site, these items are still useful ingredients
of the microtopia’s new design language and can be applied in their future creations.
The intention behind category two is to stimulate ideation and discussion on formal and
ideological matters. Design for this branch of responsive interiors at Le 9e aims to communicate
the original tectonics of the site in a de-constructed manner, with concentration on the formal
parameters of the Art Déco interiors and their relationship with the building. Aspects of the
site’s condition, in relation to the outcome of 2002, are also showcased as compelling evidence
of the Ninth Floor’s nearly total erasure. Category two proves useful as a point of exploration,
where findings and solutions arrived at in the re-design of the heritage interiors are expanded in
their application. This type of interior design manipulation assists in the definition of a
distinctive set of programmatic and formal parameters that serve as the basis for Le 9e’s design
language.
Category three, the most concluding branch of the microtopia’s interior dimension,
embodies a high level of synthesis. This category is characterized by the creation of interior that
are unreservedly new and independent, but nevertheless retain a strong affiliation with the Ninth
Floor’s form and context. Category three serves to consolidate the elements of a distinctive
language of interior formulation, as derived from the fundamentals of the two previous
categories, and concurrently secures the Le 9e brand. By extension, this category presents a
viable model for the microtopia to use when designing interiors off-site – as critical pavilions for
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instance. Much like the café and its outward transmission of micro-political objects, erection of
these pavilions at intended locations serve to establish temporary and site-specific forums of
critical exchange.
Co-ordination of the microtopia’s programming with the re-design implications of these
categories facilitates narratives of sensorial engagement, best experienced by way of procession.
An optimal example of such a journey is indeed the main route linking the principal lobby to the
dining hall [figure 4.19], which recalls the significance of progression in the original Ninth Floor
concept, albeit in a more extended and modified version. This particular route is recognized for
its ability to showcase each category of Le 9e’s interior dimension as a sequence of interconnected narratives. It becomes possible to observe a constantly engaged dialogue and
transition along the course of this route, between the 1931 and 2010 design languages, merging
critical art with re-design strategy through an approach of bricolage. The poetics of this
procession are likened to a synopsis of Le 9e as many of the encounters it presents to patrons
serve to rouse inquiry and leave memorable impressions.
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Additional Limitations
Restricted access to the working drawings of the re-developed site is the most substantial
limitation to this design outcome, where technical information acquired only concentrates the
front half of the floor-plate – from the first bay closest to Sainte-Catherine Street to
approximately two thirds along the atrium. The remainder of the floor-plate is estimated to
offset this deficit and thus any irregularities or special features, extra stairwells or service
elevators, or additional instances of seismic bracing, are not accounted for in the new design.
For example, the structural system of the rear addition is assumed to be of a similar steel-frame
construction and is estimated from the intersections of its exterior wall and the grid of the main
building.
Data on the dimensions of original Art Déco furnishings and fixtures, whether missing or
still present, is also unavailable. Instead, these measurements are estimated from a combined
review of photographs and current standards. Several new furnishings and fixtures introduced in
the project are not fully rendered as these items are intended to be designed by members of Le
9e’s corresponding departments. This point similarly applies to the design of the new chairs of
the dining hall’s side-aisles as well as the new seating in the foyer and principal lobby.
A third design limitation presents itself in relation to the selection of colours for Le 9e’s
new scheme. Careful reviews of black-and-white photographs are useful in determining the
location of sharp chromatic contrasts, but an identification of actual colours is far more elusive.
Any colour photographs surveyed in the course of this practicum merely illustrate the orange,
salmon, and mint green from the renovation of 1981. Since the intention is to arrive at a
responsive scheme, the warm greys and neutrals selected in the end are pulled from a colour
photograph of one of the Ninth Floor’s menus from 1934. Hues are cross-examined with those
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extracted from the escalette brèche marble treatments of the heritage interiors, a material used to
inspire the colour scheme of The Carlu (Chodikoff, 2003). A colour analysis would have been
performed had it been possible to obtain fragments of the dining hall’s damaged Ruboleum floor
tiles and through a sensitive uncovering of the original layer of wall paint in each of the heritage
interiors.
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Summary
Toward the end of the practicum, the uncertain existence of the former Eaton’s Ninth Floor
surfaces as an item of public interest once again. In Métro Montréal (2010), one of the city’s
free publications, journalist Jennifer Guthrie outlines the significance of the site and its dilemma.
The article features an interview with the director of Complêxe Les Ailes, Johanne Marcotte,
whose responses mirror those made during a similar interview one year earlier in the Toronto
Star (Chung, 2009). Marcotte’s statements imply that finding a use for the site is of interest to
the owner, Ivanhoe-Cambridge, but that the enterprise does not want to sanction any re-design in
haste. Commentary from Heritage Montréal’s director, Dinu Bumbaru, is also featured in the
article and underlines the exigency of finding an appropriate use for the Ninth Floor. Bumbaru
recalls the circumstances of the former Eaton’s Seventh Floor in Toronto, which deteriorated for
close to 30 years before it was re-designed as The Carlu. The transformation of that particular
site did involve a substantial degree of architectural conservation, but a crucial drawback
transpired insofar that access was restricted due to its new operations as a private events venue.
“Our [Heritage Montréal’s] concern is that the Ninth Floor ends up like its equivalent in
Toronto… It is necessary to find a way to re-activate this site,” as Bumbaru criticized (Guthrie,
2010).
Development of an appropriate use is demonstrated in the outcome of this project. By
means of interior design, a response is both conceived and formalized to take the Ninth Floor out
of its jeopardized state and adaptively re-activates it as an Art Déco microtopia. Part museum,
part commercial enterprise, and even part activist, Le 9e is anticipated as a way to endow the site
with local and international relevance through its contribution to Art Déco education and
conservation. It is also envisaged that the microtopia would prove useful as an institutional
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template in relation to other cities and their vestiges of Art Déco. Support for this outcome is
further warranted from its ability to satisfy Objectives 5, 12, and 15 of Montreal’s current
Master-Plan (Ville de Montréal, 2009), as discussed in the site analysis.

Findings
Concurrent research and design exploration greatly assist in an attempt to define adaptive reactivation and distinguish it from other directions of re-design. It is understood that, first and
foremost, adaptive re-activation concentrates on reading the dynamics of an existing site in order
to craft space responsively. New spatial integrities are arrived at in equal consideration of a
site’s formal and contextual elements, whose mutual interplay influence an overall outcome.
The history of a site is therefore regarded as an essential ingredient that propels the re-design. In
pursuit of an adaptive re-activation it is not only important to study the previous lifecycles of a
particular site, but to also learn about other influences behind its creation such as its designer,
client, and period of construction. To ensure an effective synergy between the old and new
integrities, it is vital to shape environments as works of experiential collage to express pertinent
dynamics and forge critical interplays by way of bricolage. This approach permits a designer to
capitalize on a site’s dialectics and address certain realities or challenges while managing the
direction of an all-encompassing intention or statement. Bricolage greatly assists in the selective
application of re-design strategies and the conservation processes needed to render them in
material form.
Another important finding comes to light in development of this project, that of the
display window, which reveals itself as an ideal vehicle to translate key concepts of the inquiry
into a built dimension. The display window is seen as a direct manifestation of bricolage and
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brings resolution to the exhibit-versus-scaffold dilemma raised by Rowe & Koetter (1978). This
item also presents an effective way to overlap the expository nature of a museum with
commercialized aspects, such as retail and branding, in relation to the hybridization of education
and entertainment as raised by Hooper-Greenhill (1992), Poynor (2005), Marstine (2006), and
Dernie (2007). Whether as a vitrine or a comprehensive interior, the display window acts as an
experiential platform that is able to range in its scale and remarkably spoke to Rancière’s (2006)
notion of micropolitics and Irwin’s (1996) notion of being and circumstance. Critical art
opportunities are offered by extension of these latter points, particularly as expressions of
relational art (Bourriaud, 2002), which in this case ties back to the original department store
context of the site. It becomes possible to esteem the display window as a great ideological
vessel, but it is also an entity of practicality as it resolves the microtopia’s functional needs for
showcase – and is easy to change as desired. For this reason, the display window is seen as a
powerful interface between the Le 9e and its patrons, especially as a means of visual engagement
that is both passive and active in its framing of knowledge. The display window is able to draw
people together in a moment of congregation that prompts ideation and discussion.
In retrospect some things might have been done differently with respect to the scope of
the project and design outcome. Deciding on a new point of principal access to the site is
unavoidable, as the intended elevators cannot handle visitors and heavy patterns of circulation.
As discussed in the design analysis, locating the new principal point of access in the building’s
atrium increases the site’s accessibility and presence. However, it is possible to consider an
outcome smaller in scale with greater focus on the heritage interiors and adjacent spaces, rather
than an extensive re-design of the gutted and converted portions of the floor-plate. For instance,
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transactional learning experiences and relational art expression can be developed exclusively in
relation to in the consumption of food and beverages and less on retail.

Suggested Research
My list of suggested topics for further research is quite extensive, but I have it narrowed down to
questions that pertained to this project most explicitly. The intention is to offer an opening basis
that may prompt additional probing. These suggestions are also judged for their capacity to lead
to new investigations altogether.
Research on Jacques Carlu is one of the foremost topics, particularly in relation to his
contribution to the development of Art Déco. Despite his activities in France and North
America, which concentrated on design and design-education, it is understood that few examples
of his work exist. With respect to Eaton’s Ninth and Seventh Floor restaurants, Carlu’s wife
Natacha was credited for all the murals and it would be interesting to investigate any other cases
of their collaboration.
The role of Eaton’s in the importation of Art Déco to Canada is held as another topic
worthwhile of attention. My review of issues of Canadian Home & Garden from the 1920s and
1930s uncovered a strong affiliation between the retailer and this design trajectory. This was
highly evident in the merchandise it promoted, the aesthetics of its advertisements, design of its
department store interiors and display windows, and even included the accommodation of a
special exhibit dedicated to the work of Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann – a furniture designer widely
acclaimed for his contribution to the inception of Art Déco principles and interiors. The role of
Eaton’s in-house designer, René Cera, also arises as a topic of particular interest. Moreover, his
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exact responsibilities and contribution in development of both Eaton’s restaurant projects
warrant deeper musings.
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Figure A.1
Conceptual framework for practicum, 2008.
Note: Copyright James McCallan-Malamatenios, 2010.
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Heritage Zone:

Dining Hall

Total Area:

920 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated serving staff
private bookings

Intended Uses:

public lunch and tea service
co-ordinated meal events
presentations and lectures
casual or formal meetings and discussions
research facilitation
media address
arranged interior viewings, i.e. appointments and tours

Permeability:

circulation node
8 points of access
general admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

removal of buffet from 1981 to instate original volume and orientation
new seating layout to support occupancy and aisle-width stipulations
barrier-free access to raised areas with compliant railings
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior for events
display of content via menus and table interfaces
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Heritage Zone:

Private Rooms (x2)

Total Area:

88 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated serving staff
invited public, i.e. locals and tourists
private bookings

Intended Uses:

private lunch and tea service
co-ordinated meal events
presentations and lectures
formal or casual meetings and discussions
research facilitation
knowledge-based workshops
media address
arranged interior viewings, i.e. appointments and tours

Permeability:

circulation node
1 points of access, each
limited admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight, marginal

Modification:

removal of doorway partitions from 1981
new seating layout to support occupancy and aisle-width stipulations
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior for events
display of content via menus and table interfaces
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Heritage Zone:

Foyer

Total Area:

380 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated serving staff
private bookings

Intended Uses:

temporary lounging and break-out space
casual meetings and discussions
co-ordinated meal events
presentations and lectures
media address
arranged interior viewings, i.e. appointments and tours

Permeability:

circulation node and pathway
4 points of access
general admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

removal of doorway partitions from 1981
new seating layout to support occupancy and aisle-width stipulations
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior for events
display of content via digital display-units
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Heritage Zone:

Corridors (x2)

Total Area:

342 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
private bookings

Intended Uses:

circulation artery
access to public washrooms and emergency egress
conspicuous exhibition, i.e. showcase windows
arranged interior viewings, i.e. appointments and tours

Permeability:

circulation pathway
33 points of access, combined
general admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight, marginal

Modification:

demolition of drywall partitions from 2002 to instate original volume
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior for events, in connection with use foyer and/or dining hall
display of content via showcase windows and digital display-units
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Heritage Zone:

Corridors (x2)

Total Area:

342 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
private bookings

Intended Uses:

circulation artery
access to public washrooms and emergency egress
conspicuous exhibition, i.e. showcase windows
arranged interior viewings, i.e. appointments and tours

Permeability:

circulation pathway
33 points of access, combined
general admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight, marginal

Modification:

demolition of drywall partitions from 2002 to instate original volume
new seating layout to support occupancy and aisle-width stipulations
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior for events, in connection with use foyer and/or dining hall
display of content via showcase windows and digital display-units
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Exhibition Zone:

New Corridors (x2)

Total Area:

681 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff

Intended Uses:

circulation artery
access to public washrooms and emergency egress
views of adjacent interiors and their activities
arranged interior viewings, i.e. appointments and tours

Permeability:

circulation pathway
? points of access, combined
general admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight, marginal

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002 to expose building tectonics
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

---------
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Exhibition Zone:

Corridor Galleries (x8)

Total Area:

1 146 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated clerks

Intended Uses:

circulation
conspicuous exhibition
merchandise showcasing
information and reference assistance

Permeability:

circulation node and pathway
fluid access
general admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight, marginal

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002 to expose building tectonics
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

display of content, via display cases and digital display-units
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Exhibition Zone:

Retail Galleries (x6)

Total Area:

599 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated clerks

Intended Uses:

conspicuous exhibition
merchandise showcasing
points-of-purchase
information and reference assistance

Permeability:

circulation node and pathway
fluid access
general admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002 to expose building tectonics
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

display of content via shelving, surfaces, and showcase windows

178

Exhibition Zone:

Research Pavilions (x3)

Total Area:

111 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated clerks
private bookings

Intended Uses:

research facilitation
conspicuous exhibition
formal or casual meetings and discussions

Permeability:

circulation node
2 points of access, each
general admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002 to expose building tectonics
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

display of content, via showcase windows and table interfaces

179

Collective Zone:

Studio Workplace

Total Area:

415 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s collective and administrative staff

Intended Uses:

individualized workspaces
break-out space
central administration

Permeability:

circulation node
3 points of access
limited admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002 to expose building tectonics
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

---------

180

Collective Zone:

Studio Kitchenettes (x2)

Total Area:

28 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s collective and administrative staff

Intended Uses:

preparation and storage of light refreshments
storage and washing of dishware

Permeability:

circulation node
fluid access
limited admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002 to expose building tectonics
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems

Rental Potential:

---------

181

Collective Zone:

Studio Washrooms (x2)

Total Area:

41 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s collective and administrative staff

Intended Uses:

gender-neutral washroom units, i.e. toilet and sink
grooming stations with digital exhibition mirrors

Permeability:

circulation node
fluid access
limited admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002 to expose building tectonics
modification of mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and emergency systems

Rental Potential:

display of content via digital exhibition mirrors

182

Food Zone:

Kitchen

Total Area:

702 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s kitchen staff
dedicated serving staff

Intended Uses:

hot and cold meal-preparation
server area for beverages and meal pick-up/drop-off
washing of dishware
handwashing stations and apron storage
gender-neutral washroom units, i.e. toilet and sink

Permeability:

circulation node
4 points of access
limited admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

exposure of original acoustic barrier between kitchen and dining hall
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of new plumbing system
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

catering services

183

Food Zone:

Kitchen Support

Total Area:

504 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s kitchen staff
external service-workers, as required

Intended Uses:

dry, refrigerated, and frozen storage
loading and receiving area
inspection area

Permeability:

circulation node
2 points of access
limited admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of new plumbing system
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

---------

184

Food Zone:

Meal-Preparation Facility

Total Area:

505 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated facility staff
private bookings

Intended Uses:

localized reception and vestibule
recipe referencing
research facilitation
meal-preparation workstations
pre-assembled meal storage and pick-up
cooking workshops
handwashing stations and apron storage

Permeability:

circulation node
3 points of access
general admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of new plumbing system
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior
display of content via table interfaces

185

Support Zone:

Conference Rooms (x5)

Total Area:

218 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s collective and staff
invited public, i.e. locals and tourists
dedicated serving staff
private bookings

Intended Uses:

formal or casual meetings and discussions
presentations and lectures
knowledge-based workshops
optional refreshment service

Permeability:

circulation node
1 points of access, each
limited admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 1981 and 2002
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior

186
Support Zone:

Foyer Suppport (x2)

Total Area:

40 m2

Primary Occupants:

dedicated conference-hospitality staff

Intended Uses:

clerical tasks
preparation and storage of light refreshments, as required

Permeability:

circulation node
1 points of access, each
limited admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight, marginal

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 1981
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of plumbing system
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

---------

187
Support Zone:

Staff Area

Total Area:

440 m2

Primary Occupants:

all branches of Le 9e’s staff

Intended Uses:

temporary lounging and break-out space
lockers
gender-neutral washroom units, i.e. toilet and sink
grooming stations with digital exhibition mirrors

Permeability:

circulation node
2 points of access
limited admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 1981
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of plumbing system
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

---------

188
Support Zone:

Public Washrooms (x4)

Total Area:

243 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists

Intended Uses:

gender-neutral washroom units, i.e. toilet and sink
grooming stations with digital exhibition mirrors

Permeability:

circulation node
1 point of access, each
general admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 1981 and 2002
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of plumbing system
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

display of content via digital exhibition mirrors

189
Support Zone:

Dedicated Auxiliary Space

Total Area:

754 m2

Primary Occupants:

Le 9e’s collective and administrative staff
Le 9e’s servers and clerks
external service-workers, as required

Intended Uses:

storage
mechanical and electrical rooms

Permeability:

circulation node
? points of access, combined
limited admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

demolition of interiors from 2002
modification of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of plumbing system
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

---------

190
Access Zone:

Principal Lobby

Total Area:

387 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated main reception staff
private bookings

Intended Uses:

principal mode of access to Le 9e
conspicuous exhibition
views of adjacent interiors and their activities

Permeability:

circulation node and pathway
9 points of access
general admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

introduction of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

use of interior
display of content via display cases and digital display units

191
Access Zone:

Principal Elevators (x4)

Total Area:

42 m2

Primary Occupants:

general public, i.e. locals and tourists
Le 9e’s collective and staff
dedicated elevator operators

Intended Uses:

principal mode of access to Le 9e
conspicuous exhibition
views of adjacent interiors and their activities

Permeability:

circulation node and pathway
2 points of access, each
general admittance
visual transparencies

Available Lighting:

artificial sources
filtered daylight

Modification:

introduction of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

display of content via digital display units

192
Access Zone:

Secondary Elevators (x6)

Total Area:

24 m2

Primary Occupants:

regular patrons of Le 9e, with subscription
occupants of the workplaces on the building’s lower levels
Le 9e’s collective and staff

Intended Uses:

restricted mode of access to Le 9e
Means of access and vertical circulation for lower level workplaces
conspicuous exhibition
refreshment service to lower levels

Permeability:

circulation node and pathway
1 point of access, each
limited admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources

Modification:

removal of elevator cabins to feature cabins in new design language
introduction of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

display of content via digital display units

193
Access Zone:

Service Elevators (x3)

Total Area:

15 m2

Primary Occupants:

external service-workers, as required

Intended Uses:

restricted mode of access to Le 9e for restaurant and gallery servicing
conspicuous exhibition

Permeability:

circulation node and pathway
1 point of access, each
limited admittance

Available Lighting:

artificial sources

Modification:

removal of elevator cabins to feature cabins in new design language
introduction of mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems
introduction of wi-fi network

Rental Potential:

display of content via digital display units
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APPENDIX C: MATERIALS

195
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931 – Ruboleum tile
Note:

popular in ocean liner design of the twentieth century

Composition:

rubberized linoleum
polyurethane coating

Advantages:

durable, washable, and resilient – as enhanced by rubber content
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
anti-static, hypoallergenic, and anti-microbial

Disadvantages:

susceptible to UV colour-fading and decomposition

Luminosity:

slight

Application:

flooring

2010 – rubber tile
Note:

low environmental impact

Composition:

natural sources

Advantages:

durable, washable, and resilient
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to flames and chemical corrosion
anti-static, hypoallergenic, and anti-microbial
sound-absorbent and slip-resistant

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

slight

Application:

flooring

196
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931:

Fabrikoid fabric (faux leather)

Note:

popular in automobile design of the twentieth century

Composition:

synthetic sources
pyroxilin coating

Advantages:

durable, washable, and resilient
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to chemical corrosion

Disadvantages:

high flammability

Luminosity:

moderate

Application:

wall treatment
seating upholstery

2010:

PVC-free faux leather fabric

Note:

low environmental impact

Composition:

synthetic sources
free of chemicals, plasticizers, and heavy metals
silver-ion integration

Advantages:

durable, washable, and resilient
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to flames and chemical corrosion
anti-microbial

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

moderate

Application:

wall treatment
seating upholstery

197
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931:

French Escalette brèche marble slab

Note:

striated pattern with pink-grey values

Composition:

natural sources
synthetic coating

Advantages:

resistant to flames

Disadvantages:

susceptible to chipping from extreme changes in temperature
susceptible to staining from moisture without coating

Luminosity:

high

Application:

wall treatment

2010:

cork sheeting

Note:

low environmental impact

Composition:

natural sources
synthetic coating

Advantages:

durable, washable, and resilient
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to flames and chemical corrosion
anti-static and hypoallergenic
sound-absorbent

Disadvantages:

susceptible to staining from moisture without coating
susceptible to UV colour-fading

Luminosity:

high – as enhanced by coating

Application:

wall treatment
seating upholstery

198
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931:

lead-based paint

Note:

---------

Composition:

synthetic sources

Advantages:

durable and washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
range of colour possibilities

Disadvantages:

may cause damage to organ tissue and nervous system

Luminosity:

slight

Application:

wall treatment

2010:

milk-based paint

Note:

low environmental impact

Composition:

natural and synthetic sources
free of chemicals and heavy metals

Advantages:

durable, washable, and resilient
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
hypoallergenic and anti-microbial
range of colour possibilities

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

slight

Application:

wall treatment

199
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931:

Monel metal

Note:

popular in ocean liner design of the twentieth century

Composition:

nickel-copper-iron-manganese alloy

Advantages:

durable and washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to flames and chemical corrosion
anti-magnetic

Disadvantages:

high flammability

Luminosity:

moderate, matte lustre

Application:

doors, grilles, and trims
furnishings
lighting fixtures

2010:

chrome-vanadium stainless steel alloy

Note:

popular in ocean liner design of the early twenty-first century
popular in tool design

Composition:

chrome-vanadium stainless steel alloy

Advantages:

durable and washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to flames and chemical corrosion
structural capacities

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

moderate, semi-matte lustre

Application:

doors, grilles, and trims
furnishings
lighting fixtures

200
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931:

opal glass

Note:

a silica-based glass
translucent or opaque, greyish-white in colour

Composition:

natural sources

Advantages:

durable and washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to flames, thermal shock, and chemical corrosion

Disadvantages:

no longer in production

Luminosity:

variable, conducts light emissions

Application:

glazing in doors
glazing in lighting fixtures

2010:

borosilicate glass

Note:

a silica-based glass and relative of opal glass
transparent or translucent, greyish-white in colour

Composition:

natural sources

Advantages:

durable and washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
highly resistant to flames, thermal shock, and chemical corrosion
low electrical conductivity

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

variable, conducts light emissions

Application:

glazing in light fixtures

201
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931:

silvered mirror glass

Note:

---------

Composition:

natural sources
synthetic coating

Advantages:

washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
increases perceived interior volume
enhances distribution of lighting emissions

Disadvantages:

no longer in production

Luminosity:

high, conducts light emissions

Application:

wall treatment

2010:

Mirox 3G mirror glass

Note:

low environmental impact

Composition:

natural sources
free of formaldehyde, copper, and lead
silver-ion integration

Advantages:

durable and washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to abrasion and chemical corrosion
anti-microbial
increases perceived interior volume
enhances distribution of lighting emissions

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

high, conducts emitted light

Application:

wall treatment

202
Heritage & Contemporary Counterparts

1931:

French Fabric (medium-grade cotton)

Note:

---------

Composition:

natural sources

Advantages:

washable
range of colour possibilities and easy to dye

Disadvantages:

susceptible to odours

Luminosity:

none

Application:

drapery panels

2010:

Nano-Tex Neutralizer Medium-Grade Cotton

Note:

low environmental impact

Composition:

natural sources
BioAm integration

Advantages:

durable and washable
anti-microbial
neutralizes odours immediately
range of colour possibilities and easy to dye

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

none

Application:

drapery panels

203
Heritage Continuation

1931 & 2010:

Belgian marble slab

Note:

uniform black value

Composition:

natural sources
synthetic coating

Advantages:

resistant to flames

Disadvantages:

susceptible to chipping from extreme changes in temperature
susceptible to staining from moisture without coating

Luminosity:

high

Application:

pedestals
stair treads
trims
plinths in display surfaces and vitrines

204

Heritage Continuation

1931 & 2010:

wool carpeting (add loom)

Note:

low environmental impact

Composition:

natural sources

Advantages:

durable, washable, and resilient
resistant to flames
naturally resistant to staining

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

none

Application:

flooring area-rugs

205
Newly Introduced

2010:

Koda XT polymer

Note:

low environmental impact
transparent, translucent, or opaque

Composition:

synthetic sources

Advantages:

durable, washable, and lightweight
100 times the impact strength of glass, 60 times that of acrylic
easy to manipulate per any design requirements
range of colour possibilities

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

conducts light emissions

Application:

wall treatment
glazing of display windows and vitrines

206
Newly Introduced

2010:

Creacrete

Note:

low environmental impact
developed by artist Alexa Lixfeld

Composition:

synthetic sources

Advantages:

durable and washable
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to abrasion, flames, and chemical corrosion

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

high

Application:

table flatware

207
Newly Introduced

2010:

E-Paper

Note:

non-backlit digital polymer
developed through either electrophoretic or organic light-emitting-diode
(OLED) technologies

Composition:

synthetic sources

Advantages:

durable and resilient

Disadvantages:

electrophoretic technology does not support animated visualizations
OLED technology consumes electricity at a great rate

Luminosity:

emits lights

Application:

table flatware

208

Newly Introduced

2010:

translucent concrete

Note:

combination of optical fibers with fine concrete
likened to a translucent type of glazing

Composition:

synthetic sources

Advantages:

durable and washable
high compressive strength
translucency occurs even in dense applications

Disadvantages:

----------

Luminosity:

conducts light emissions

Application:

flooring

209
Newly Introduced

2010:

metal fabric

Note:

herringbone pattern specified

Composition:

synthetic sources

Advantages:

durable and washable
relatively resilient, flexible in one direction
resistant to moisture, liquids, gases, and odours
resistant to abrasion, flames, and chemical corrosion

Disadvantages:

---------

Luminosity:

moderate

Application:

wall screens
grilles
furnishings
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APPENDIX D: INTERIOR FORMULATION CATEGORIES

211
Category One:
Character-Defining
Elements Available:

Substantial Degree of Heritage Value
structure (concealed) – columns, joists, slabs
configuration – volumes, order, axes, views
forms – lines, geometries, rhythms, punctuation
materials – interior materials and finishes
special features – fixtures, furnishings, artwork

Related Interiors:

dining hall
private rooms (x2)
foyer
corridors (x2)

Re-Design Strategy:

creation of installed interiors
original and new design elements engage yet exist independently
high degree of reversibility
commonly employed in design at exhibitions or historic sites

Intention:

showcase the composition and dialectics of the original interiors
communicate the fundamentals of the original design language

Conservation Processes:

restoration
renovation

Outcome:

original structural retained and kept concealed
original configuration re-instated
original forms restored
damaged original materials substituted by new counterparts
original furnishings and fixtures repaired
new furnishings and fixtures introduced as needed
original artworks restored
new artworks introduced as needed
mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems upgraded
new wi-fi network introduced

Connectivity:

point of departure
observation of the fundamentals of the original interior design
clarification of formal guidelines
development of immediate design responses

212
Category Two:
Character-Defining
Elements Available:

Limited Degree of Heritage Value
structure – columns, joists, slabs
configuration – order
materials – building construction

Related Interiors:

kitchen
kitchen support
meal-preparation facility
corridor galleries (x8)
retail galleries (x6)
research pavilions (x3)
new corridors (x2)
studio workspace
studio kitchenettes (x2)
studio washrooms (x2)
meeting rooms (x5)
foyer support (x2)
staff area
public washrooms (x4)
dedicated auxiliary

Re-Design Strategy:

creation of intervened interiors
used in design of museums to display content and building
original and new design elements exist inter-dependently
low degree of reversibility

Intention:

showcase the tectonics and dialectics of the building
denote the relationship of the site’s Art Déco interiors and the
building

Conservation Processes:

preservation
remodeling

Outcome:

original structural system preserved and exposed
original order preserved
evidence of original materials preserved
new materials and finishes introduced as needed
new furnishings and fixtures introduced
mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems adapted as needed
new wi-fi network introduced

Connectivity:

point of exploration
manipulation of the fundamentals observed in category one
development of new interior design parameters and components

213
Category Three:

No Heritage Value

Character-Defining
Elements Available:

none

Related Zones:

principal lobby
principal elevators (x4)
secondary elevators (x6)
service elevators (x3)

Re-Design Strategy:

creation of inserted interiors
original and new design elements exist co-dependently
variable degree of reversibility
used in design of forceful or symbolic statements

Intention:

showcase interiors executed in the new design language
brand Le 9e’s interior design and institutional identity

Conservation Processes:

remodeling

Outcome:

new structural system introduced
new configuration introduced
new forms introduced
new materials and finishes introduced
new furnishings and fixtures introduced
new artworks introduced
mechanical, electrical, and emergency systems adapted
new wi-fi network introduced

Connectivity:

point of consolidation
application of design fundamentals from categories one and two
development of a new and complementary interior design language
possible to export in external projects

